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Abstract
This thesis introduces the first demonstration of a monolithic, micro-fabri-
cated, multi-channel, optical-waveguide chip to measure ultra-cold atomic
clouds. The optics consist of an array of 12 independent junctions, which
are separated by only 10µm and have large atom-photon coupling. The
integrated and scalable design is presented, along with an atom chip for
mounting the optical waveguide chip and magnetically trapping and han-
dling ultra-cold atoms. The experimental apparatus which was built to ac-
commodate this new chip set is described, along with a new experimental
control programme which was developed to accommodate the scalability
requirements of the new chip. The chip was optically, mechanically and
magnetically characterised and cold atoms with densities up to 10−2 µm−3,
corresponding to 1 atom at a time inside the waveguide mode, were detected
with this new kind of chip using absorption and fluorescence techniques.
Subsequently, the atoms were utilised to diagnose light polarisation and
intensity within the optical-waveguide chip. For future use, various de-
tection methods adapted to the optical-waveguide chip were considered to
minimise photon scattering and thus heating of a trapped ultra-cold sample
of atoms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The first experimental realisation and property studies of Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC) [1–3] in dilute atomic gases in 1995 by Eric Cornell,
Carl Wieman and, independently, Wolfgang Ketterle earned them the 2001
Nobel price and created a novel field among atomic and condensed matter
physics.
Following experiments in 1999 using current carrying, and in some cases
charged, wires glued to glass slips to magnetically guide ultra-cold atoms
[4,5], much study in recent years has focussed on progress in miniaturisation
of atom control devices. Studying ultra-cold vapours employing so called
atom chips [6] has grown in popularity ever since, and hit a milestone in
2001 with the first creation of a BEC on a chip [7,8]. These atom chips form
a magnetic trapping field by sending electric currents through thin wires
configured in a fashion leading to harmonic trapping potentials. Since
then, more complex wire configurations lead to more adjustable trapping
potentials which in turn lead to a wide range of applications for these
kinds of traps [9, 10], as well as traps using permanent magnetic fields
[11–14]. Since the detection of cold atoms is almost always optical, bringing
micro-fabrication of optics and atom chips together has become a major
undertaking.
Several groups have explored single mode optical fibres with typical
diameters of 125µm glued [15–18] or otherwise attached [19] to a chip.
When aligned opposite each other, they can be used to detect a cloud of
atoms with close to single-atom sensitivity [16]. To increase the interaction
between the light and atoms and enter a region of strong atom-photon cou-
pling, reflective coatings can be added to the two fibers [18, 20, 21] or one
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can be coated and one replaced by a micro-fabricated mirror [17,20,22,23] to
form a Fabry-Perot resonator (or optical cavity). These devices may prove
powerful in applications in quantum processing and atom-detection has
been demonstrated using optical fibres glued to a chip surface, by absorp-
tion [15,24] and fluorescence, the latter with single atom sensitivity [19,25].
However, the size of fibres places a limit on the level of miniaturisation and
scalability of optical elements on atom chips. Using optical waveguides is
the next step towards the goal of integrating atom traps and optical tools to
probe and manipulate ultra-cold atoms.
The optical properties of waveguides, such as modes of propagation,
attenuation and effects of the waveguide’s geometry are well known [26].
The fabrication of miniature integrated optical waveguides and more com-
plex optical structures on substrates has been studied even before the rise of
Bose-Einstein condensation [27]. And as the telecommunication revolution
advances, so do techniques for miniaturisation and mass fabrication of op-
tical elements based on silicon [28], offering small sizes and the possibility
of scalability of such devices.
The main advantage, though, of using optical waveguides in the context
of atomic physics is that they are so small that they emit light with a small
enough mode area to have a large coupling efficiency between light and
atoms [18,29,30]. Also the large numerical apertures possible do not require
the additional use of aberration-corrected multi-element lenses.
The technology of laser cooling and ultra-cold atoms has now matured
to the point where applications have become feasible, for example as space-
worthy time standards [31], gravitational-wave detectors [32] or surface
magnetometers [33]. However, the reliability and robustness remain barri-
ers to applications of ultra-cold atoms, although much progress in making
laser sources [34] as well as detectors [35–37] has been made, taking exper-
iments into micro-gravity environment through parabolic flights [38] and
drop towers [39, 40].
Micro-fabricated chips are widely used to manipulate ultra-cold atom
clouds and Bose-Einstein condensates [18, 41, 42] and have recently also
been extended to the control of ions [43] and molecules [44]. Vapour cells
on the millimetre-scale have brought optical spectroscopy [45], clocks [46]
and magnetometry [46] to atom chips. Furthermore, etched mirrors on
a silicon wafer have integrated magneto-optical traps, a much-used tool
for preparation of cold samples, on an atom chip [47]. Fresnel lenses [48]
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of the gold-coated optical-waveguide chip, fabricated
on a silicon substrate. Fibres are connected to both sides of the chip. The
waveguides converge in the centre of the chip where a trench has been cut.
There, atoms can be detected between opposing waveguides.
have been used to trap atoms less than 1 mm from a surface. Micro-disk
resonators [49–51] and micro-torus resonators [49,50,52] have been used for
exceptionally strong single atom-single photon interactions. Soon, micro-
fabricated devices may take advantage of the elementary quantum nature
of atoms [21, 53, 54], ions [55] and even molecules [44, 56] in conjunction
with photons [57].
A big step towards this goal is building multi-element devices, such that
detection can be built into the same architecture that generates the samples.
The optical waveguide industry is now very advanced and amazing exper-
iments have demonstrated on-chip switches for quantum metrology [58],
fully-integrated controlled-NOT gates [57] and even Shor’s factoring algo-
rithm [59] in silica-on-silicon waveguide circuits. The hope is that such
integrated structures will lead to the desired reliability and robustness re-
quired for applications of cold atoms, eventually taking advantage of the
single-mode, fibre-pigtailed telecommunications technology.
The optical-waveguide chip used in this thesis is using the same tech-
nology as [57–59], i.e. a doped SiO2. The waveguide chip is sketched in
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figure 1.1. The chip is a silicon substrate with doped silica on top, forming
12 waveguides (only 6 shown) which converge in the centre region of the
chip. There, a 16µm wide, 500µm long and 22µm deep trench has been
cut to intersect the waveguides. The trench is just big enough to allow a
cloud of magnetically trapped ultra-cold atoms to enter the trench, and also
small enough to not lose too much light across the trench due to the diver-
gence of the emitted light mode. Single-mode optical fibres are connected
to both sides of chip, bringing laser light into the waveguides and collecting
it after traversing the trench. This thesis is about this multi-channel optical-
waveguide device, an accompanying paper of which has been published in
Nature Photonics [60]. The other part is about the current-carrying atom-
chip built to be able to trap atoms and bring them into the trench, i.e. the
optical interaction region, of the optical-waveguide chip.
Description of Chapters
2. Trapping Atoms on a Chip This chapter describes how cold atoms
are trapped by means of the magnetic field of a current-carrying bulk
structure which is to serve the waveguide chip. We start by looking at
basic approximations and continue to numerical calculations to map
out important parameters like trap depth, oscillation frequencies and
principal axes of rotation.
3. Experimental Setup This chapter contains an overview of the sur-
rounding experimental apparatus, a big part of which has been built
from scratch in this thesis. Information is given on the laser and
vacuum system, detection hardware, supplementary magnetic fields,
and finally the control software, which has also been re-written.
4. TheChip: ManufacturingProcess andCharacterisation This chap-
ter describes in much detail the underlying design and manufacturing
process by which an atom chip including an optical waveguide chip
was successfully produced. Furthermore, the atom chip was tested
thermally, electrically, mechanically and magnetically and the results
and conclusions of these tests are presented here. Results and con-
clusions on optical tests performed on the waveguide chip are also
included. Possible improvements to the combined chip and the man-
ufacturing process are discussed.
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5. TheChip: ExperimentswithAtoms In this chapter first chip exper-
iments with atoms are presented. The atoms were introduced into the
waveguide chip and detected using their absorption or fluorescence
response. Intensity and polarisation of the light inside the device were
diagnosed and comparisons with a model are discussed.
6. Photon-shot-noise-limited detection This chapter takes a theoret-
ical look at the interaction between atoms in a Bose-Einstein conden-
sate brought inside the waveguide chip and the light as it is sent
through the waveguide chip. It includes which signals and uncer-
tainties are to be expected from intensity or phase measurement of the
light. The latter is done first in the general context of a Mach-Zender
interferometer, followed by the specific case of a beat-note interferom-
eter. A discussion highlights advantages and disadvantages of either
detection method.
7. Conclusion andOutlook This chapter concludes the thesis and cov-
ers some imminent goals achievable with the waveguide chip device
in the present as well as in a modified setup.
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Chapter 2
Magnetic Trapping Basics
This chapter gives a brief introduction on trapping atoms with magnetic
fields, followed by calculations of the fields of the current structure built
in the scope of this thesis. The process of building the current-carrying
structure is described in detail in chapter 4. From the fields, the parameters
of the trap, i.e. location in space, trap depth, direction of the principal axis,
oscillation frequencies and size are inferred.
We describe the state of a rubidium 87 atom by its total angular momen-
tum F composed of the total electron spin S, total orbital momentum L of
the electrons and total nuclear spin I. The ground state of such a rubidium
atom is denoted by 2S1/2 and the magnitude of the nuclear spin I. In this
state the magnitude F of F can take the values 1 or 2. Each of these hyperfine
energy levels contains 2F+1 magnetic sublevels that determine the angular
distribution of the electron wave function. In the absence of an applied
magnetic field, the sublevels are degenerate. However, placing the atom in
an external magnetic field B lifts their degeneracy [61].
If the energy shift due to the magnetic field is small compared to the
hyperfine splitting, then F is a good quantum number. For weak magnetic
fields the energy levels split linearly. The potential energy of the atom in
the field can be written as,
U = gF ·mF · µB · |B| ,
where µB is the Bohr magneton and gF the hyperfine Lande´ factor. The
sign of the product gFmF determines the sign of the potential. States with
gFmF positive (negative) are weak (strong) field seeking states. Maxwell’s
equations do not allow for a static magnetic field maximum in free space
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[62], hence trapping atoms requires a magnetic field configuration with a
local field minimum and atoms in a weak-field-seeking state. For rubidium
87 the Lande´ factors are −1/2 and +1/2 for F = 1 and F = 2, respectively.
This means, the states |F,mF〉 that can be trapped are |1,−1〉, |2, 1〉 and |2, 2〉.
Of these states |2, 2〉 is the state interacting strongest with the applied field:
gFmF = 1. We primarily use this state for trapping atoms and exclusively
treat its potential energy in this chapter.
There is one trade-off in using weak field seeking states. To preserve the
Zeeman state in the magnetic trap, the magnitude of B must not approach
zero. In practice atoms in a small or zero magnetic field undergo Majorana
spin-flip transitions to untrapped states and are lost from the trap, limiting
the trap life time considerably. We require the atom’s magnetic moment to
follow the direction ofB. In other words, the change of the direction θ of the
magnetic field experienced by a trapped atom is slower than the (classical)
precession frequency of the magnetic moment, i.e. the Larmor frequency
ωLarmor [10, 61],
θ˙ < ωLarmor =
gFmFµB
}
· |B| .
We have to take this into consideration when constructing the fields for
magnetic trapping to avoid spin-flip loss and not limit the trap lifetime.
2.1 Current-Carrying Structures
Let us now calculate the field created by the current structures shown in
figure 2.1. Here, the Z- and end structures are coplanar, the bias wires lie
underneath the structure surface. For this treatment, however, we consider
the trap to form above the chip. This structure cannot be approximated
by infinitely thin wires, as opposed to calculating the field for wire traps
where the approximation yields good results. This is because the distance
between the trap location and the structure is on the order of the dimensions
of the structure itself (especially the width of the Z-structure). We bypass
this obstacle by using Radia, a software for 3d magnetostatics [63–65] in
conjunction with Wolfram Mathematica to calculate the field and infer the
trap parameters. Variables in this calculation are the five currentsIZ,Ibias,1,
Ibias,2, Iend,1, Iend,2 as they are displayed in figure 2.1, as well as a three-
component magnetic field Bbkg = (Bx,By,Bz), which is homogeneous across
the space we are considering for the calculations.
The dimensions of the structure used are as follows. The tracks are
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Figure 2.1: The bulk current structure used to numerically calculate the total
magnetic field. The rest of the H-structure, which the Z-structure (red) is
part of, is not shown. The bias wires (blue) create the field in the x-direction
to counter the field created by the Z-structure. Currents sent through the
end structure (green) tweak the end points of the elongated trap, hence the
name. The origin (white) of the coordinate system used lies in the centre of
its symmetry but on top of the Z-structure surface.
0.5 mm thick and 1.2 mm wide. The centre bar is 6 mm in length and
thus the centre-centre distance of the Z-tracks is 7.2 mm. The centre-centre
distance of the end structure tracks is 10.6 mm. For the calculation, the
coplanar structure spans over a distance of 20 mm from end to end. The
bias wires have a centre-centre distance of 4 mm. The distance from their
centre to the top surface of the structure (y = 0) is 1.2 mm. Although the
bias-wires used in the experiment have a diameter of 0.9 mm the calculation
approximates them as thin wires.
2.1.1 The Z-Trap
To get a feel for the general shape of the trap, we look at the example in
figure 2.2. For simplicity, we only treat the field created by running a current
IZ = 34 A through the Z-structure and a current Ibias,1 = Ibias,2 = Ibias =
80 A through the bias wires. The background field and remaining currents
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Figure 2.2: The unit for all spatial coordinates x, y and z is millimeter. The
magnetic field for example currents of IZ = 34 A and Ibias = 80 A in three
cuts through the field minimum ymin = 0.493 mm. The field value at this
point is |Bmin| = 0.2 mT. Its vector is lying all in the z-direction. (left) The
magnitude of the field is plotted in units of mT and (right) the projection of
the field vectors in arbitrary units. The elongated shape of the potential is
visible, as well as the tilt of trap axis in the x-z cut. Overlaying the vector
plots is the Z-structure in blue.
are zero: Bbias = Iend,1 = Iend,2 = 0. The direction of the currents is chosen
such that the magnetic field minimum forms above the origin for positive
IZ and Ibias.
In contrast to more common wire trap configurations where the bias
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field is created by large coils far away from the trap, the bias field created
by the bias wires quickly tends to zero when moving away from the field
minimum. We have to keep this in mind for calculating the trap depth later
in this chapter.
For the given values and a magnetic field minimum set to have a value
of |Bmin| = 0.2 mT, the field minimum is located at rmin = (0, 0.493, 0) mm.
Figure 2.2 shows the total magnetic field strength |B| plotted on the left hand
side and a 2d projection of the magnetic vector field B on the right hand
side. In both cases the cuts run through rmin along each of the three axes.
Note also, that the axes are at different scales to fit the trap in the figure.
We can see a near-circular symmetry in the vicinity of the trap centre in
the x-y-projection. Hence we can later recast the properties of the trap in
the x- and y-direction into a radial and an angular part, with the angular
part being approximately constant. Furthermore, the cloud is obviously
elongated in the z-direction and the long axis of the trap is slightly rotated
about the y-axis. This has the effect that the true confinement along the
principal axial direction of the trap is slightly lower than what we calculate
if we fit it simply along the z-direction. The opposite effect is true for
the radial direction. The true confinement in the radial plane of the trap
is slightly higher than what we calculate if we fit it in the x-y-plane. In
addition, there is anS-shape quality to the trap (as viewed in the x-z-plane),
which is, however, irrelevant for cold samples. In this case the size of
the cloud is much smaller than the area displayed here and the S-shape
becomes negligible. What is more, in the y-z-plane, the trap resembles
a banana-shape with the ends pointing towards the chip. For currents of
IZ = 50 A andIbias = 50 A, when the cloud is relatively far away, the height
difference at the ends of the cloud is only about 1% of its half length. Let
us take a typical cloud with a half length of 150µm (c.f. table 2.1). The tips
of the cloud are just above 1µm closer to the Z-structure than the centre of
the cloud. This is well within the centre radius of such a cloud. For clouds
closer to the surface, this effect is negligible. We ignore it for the remainder
of the calculations presented here.
2.1.2 Fragmentation of the Cloud
Other groups, e.g [66–69], have reported problems of fragmentation of the
trapped cloud close to the field creating structures, i.e. at typical distances
of less than 100µm. This effect stems from inhomogeneities in the magnetic
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field, which in current carrying bulk structures are mainly attributed to edge
corrugation (emerging when machining the structures). However, at the
rather large distances (> 500µm) between the trapped cloud and the surface
of the current structure that we face, we do not expect any fragmentation
effects to occur.
2.1.3 U-MOT
The current structure was designed to also form a field configuration that
closely resembles a quadrupole by running the current in a U-fashion1
in addition to the field the bias wires provide. Adding laser light close to
atomic resonance will cool atoms within the light beam [71], in combination
with the magnetic field, atoms will through the Zeeman-shift be pushed
towards the magnetic field zero where they gather. This is called a magneto-
optical trap2 (MOT).
However, a U-MOT is not well suited to collect atoms from the back-
ground vapour because the field is only a true quadrupole near the field
zero [72] and the capture volume of the trap is small for structures of our
size. Nevertheless, such a MOT can be used to optimise the transfer of atoms
from a MOT formed by coils into an elongated magnetic trap. This is due to
the fact that compared to the gradient ratio of 1:1:2 for an ideal quadrupole,
a typical U-MOT has 1:4:5 (1:3:4 in the optimised case). Although we do
not present detailed calculations here for the U-MOT gradients, they were
taken into account for the determination of the dimensions of the current
structure.
2.2 Magnetic Trap Parameters
Now that we know in principle the shape of the potential formed by one
configuration of our current structure, we can look closer at how to extract
the aforementioned trap parameters for different currents applied. In this
section we only look at how changes in IZ and Ibias affect the trap param-
1Actually the current configuration looks more like a rectangle with on of its sides miss-
ing. The two fields from the bent ends of the structure close the initial two-dimensional con-
finement along the central structure segment. The result is a three-dimensional quadrupole
field, with a field minimum at |B| = 0 [70].
2The inventors of the MOT, Steven Chu, Claude Cohen-Tannoudji and William D.
Phillips, were jointly awarded the 1997 Nobel Price in Physics.
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eters. In section 2.4 we look at how to tweak parameters by changing the
composition of accessible currents and fields.
As described in chapter 4 the Z-structure actually holds a waveguide
chip with integrated trench for the atoms. The trench is at a distance of about
0.5 mm above the Z-structure. A typical experimental sequence comprises
of three particular types of trap:
1. Loading Trap: atoms that have been pre-cooled in a magneto-optical
trap are optically pumped into the |2, 2〉 state and transferred into this
wide open magnetic trap.
2. Pre-Evaporation Trap: the trap is compressed to increase the collision
rate in the sample to improve forced evaporative cooling and increase
the phase-space density
PSD =
~ω
kBT
·N
of the sample.
3. In-Trench Trap: the sample has been cooled down below the critical
temperature
Tc =
~ω
kB
·N1/3
for condensate formation and moved to the location of the waveguide
chip trench.
The parameters for these three points are shown in table 2.1. In the following
section we discuss in detail the calculation of the quantities that are given
in the table.
2.2.1 Location in Space
The location of the trap in space is calculated by using a simple minimum
finding algorithm. Due to reasons of the symmetry of the geometry and the
current flow, the minimum is bound to lie on the y-axis with x = z = 0 for
Bbkg = 0. Thus we need only take a look at the y-component of the location
of the minimum, ymin.
Figure 2.3 shows a plot of ymin of the trap minimum as a function of
the two currents IZ and Ibias. Isodistance lines for distances 0.5, 1.0, and
1.5 mm distance from the Z-structure are drawn as well as the three points
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Parameter Unit Post-Loading Pre-Evaporation In-Trench
Trap Parameters:
IZ A 50 50 34
Ibias A 50 70 80
Expected System Parameters:
Natoms 5 · 107 3 · 107 1 · 104
T µK 80 151 0.2
Results:
ymin mm 1.669 1.078 0.493
Bmin mT 0.200 0.200 0.100
Ttd µK 810 1712 12
Bz mT 0.888 0.660 0.259
ωr 2pi ×Hz 178 417 1043
ωa 2pi ×Hz 16 20 16
ω 2pi ×Hz 80 151 256
sr µm 10.9 6.1 0.7
sa µm 120.7 128.2 44.6
tanϑ 0.174 0.117 0.056
AR 11 21 65
PSD 5 · 10−6 3 · 10−6 2.32
Table 2.1: Trap parameters for three important types of trap on the path
to Bose-Einstein condensation. Symbols used: IZ: Z-structure current,
Ibias: bias wire current, ymin: vertical position of magnetic field minimum,
Bmin: value of magnetic field minimum, Ttd: trap depth, Bz: shim field
z-component, Natoms: number of atoms, T: cloud temperature, ωr/a: ra-
dial/axial oscillation frequency, ω: geometric mean oscillation frequency,
sr/a: radial/axial cloud size, tanϑ: relative cloud displacement, AR: aspect
ratio, PSD: phase space density.
for which parameters were collected in table 2.1. We see that, similar to the
case of a wire trap with homogeneous bias field, that the location of the trap
is proportional to the ratio of the currents,
ymin ∝ IZIbias .
This simply means that we have a wide range of current combinations
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Figure 2.3: The distance rmin is taken from the origin of the Z-structure
(c.f. figure 2.1). For the considered geometry and Bbkg = 0, all components
but the y-component are zero. Therefore, we can express the location by
plotting just ymin, to specify the location of the trap minimum. Of special
interest is the location of the waveguide chip trench and the three parameter
sets from table 2.1. These points and isodistance lines for ymin = 0.5 mm,
1.0 mm and 1.5 mm are drawn in this and all following parameter maps for
comparison.
available to choose from to reach a certain distance for any other parameter
values we require.
2.2.2 Trap Bottom
The trap bottom is the value of the local total magnetic field minimum,
Bmin = |B(r = rmin)|.
The energy splitting between the hyperfine energy levels is gFµB|B|. If we
want to use evaporative cooling the evaporation ramp end frequency is
ωrf,end =
kBT
}
+
gFµB
}
· Bmin
to remove all atoms from the trap with an energy above kBT. However,
we primarily adjust Bz such that the resulting trap bottom field is 0.2 mT.
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Figure 2.4: Plot of the relative horizontal displacement tanϑ of the axial
principal axis of the magnetic trap due to its rotation around the y-axis. The
amount of displacement is decreasing when closing in to the chip. This is
mainly due to adjusting Bz to keep the trap bottom at 0.2 mT. The green
line shows the isodistance line for ymin = 0.5 mm.
We do this to increases the radial trap frequencies or to hold the trap high
enough to avoid trap loss due to spin flips.
2.2.3 Direction of Principal Axis
As we noted before in the plotting the total magnetic field in the z-x-plane
in figure 2.2, the axial principal axis of the trap is rotated about the y-axis by
an angle ϑ. This rotation should have a profound impact on the experiment,
since the narrow interaction region of the waveguide chip is aligned along
the z-axis.
To find the rotation angle, first, the minimum field location is found.
Subsequently the minimum field location in the x-y-plane at a distance
of z = 100µm is found. From these two locations, the rotation angle is
derived3.
3Alternatively a matrix of the gradients of the field at the centre point can be found.
Through diagonalising the matrix the principal axes (and oscillation frequencies along
these) and thus the rotation angle of the field can be found.
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Figure 2.5: Plot of the geometric mean radial oscillation frequency 2pi ×ωr.
Due to setting Bz to yield a trap bottom of 0.2 mT throughout the map, the
radial oscillation frequency is increasing with decreasing distance of the
trap. The green line shows the isodistance line for ymin = 0.5 mm.
In figure 2.4 the tangent of the rotation angle is plotted. The value of
the tangents translates into the relative horizontal displacement of the trap
from the z-axis.
Comparing how the angle changes with distance to the chip (c.f. figure
2.3) we note that the amount of displacement decreases when closing in to
the chip surface. For the an example value ofIZ = 34 A andIbias = 80 A, the
rotation of the trap has a value of about tanϑ = 0.056 (ϑ = 3.2◦). With this
value, a cloud that is 100 microns long experiences a displacement along
the x-direction between its two ends of about 6µm. Although this cloud
fits into the trench, its rotation is large enough to make it more difficult to
manoeuvre it into the trench.
2.2.4 Oscillation Frequencies
The oscillation frequencies of the trap describe the curvature of the potential
the atoms interact with. If we assume a harmonic potential in the vicinity
of the centre of the trap the we can approximate the total magnetic field by
|B| ≈ Bmin + B′′r · ρ2 + B′′a · ζ2.
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Figure 2.6: Plot of the axial oscillation frequency 2pi×ωa. Due to the control
of Bz to a trap bottom of 0.2 mT the trap axially maintains the same shape,
resulting in the axial oscillation frequency to plateau at about 11.5 Hz when
coming closer to the chip. The green line shows the isodistance line for
ymin = 0.5 mm.
The variable ρ and ζ are the coordinates across the principal plane and
along the principal axis, i.e. they are rotated about the y-axis by ϑ. We
combine the oscillation frequencies in the radial principal plane of the trap,
by taking the geometric mean value of the oscillation frequencies of the two
principal axes closed to the x- and y-axis.
Fitting the calculated field values to aforementioned form for |B| yields
B′′r and4 B′′a as fitting parameters which can be translated into oscillation
frequencies by identifying the potential energy of the simple harmonic
oscillator with the approximation found above
1
2
mRbω2kx
2
k = µBB
′′
k x
2
k
and thus
ωk =
√
2µBB′′k
mRb
4And indeed Bmin. This value is preferred to the value found by the minimum-finding
algorithm.
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with mRb being the atomic mass of rubidium 87 and k = {r, a}. In figures 2.5
and 2.6 the radial and axial oscillation frequencies are plotted for different
values of currentsIZ andIbias. The radial oscillation frequency is increasing
with the ratio ofIZ/Ibias. In contrast to this behaviour is the axial oscillation
frequency which increases approximately with total current. What is also
noted is that in controlling Bz we set the axial oscillation frequency to a
value of about 11.5 Hz throughout a large region of the parameter map.
A good figure of merit for evaporative cooling is the collision rate after
compression. In a 3d harmonic oscillator, the collision rate increases due to
adiabatic compression proportional to the geometric mean of the three trap
curvatures, which are proportional to the geometric mean,
ω =
(
ω2rωa
) 1
3 ,
of the oscillation frequencies. In our labs we found a good value to start
forced rf-evaporation is ω ≈ 2pi × 300 Hz.
For the an example value of IZ = 34 A and Ibias = 80 A (this time the
Bz is set to 1 mT), the oscillation frequencies of the potential have a value of
ωr = 2pi× 1043 Hz and ωa = 2pi× 16 Hz, resulting in ω = 2pi× 260 Hz which
is close enough. Again the geometric constraints on the chip dimensions as
well as the current limits limit the achievable values of ω.
2.2.5 Cloud Size
To calculate the size of the cloud we first need to understand what we mean
by giving a diffuse vapour of atoms a hard property like size. In the limit
of a classical thermal cloud of atoms, i.e. the phase density is smaller than
one, ρpsd = nλ3dB < 1, the size is given by the rms radius S of the Gaussian
density profile of the cloud,
Sk =
√
2kBT
mRbω2k
.
In this case the size of the cloud depends on the temperature of the cloud
or in other words the energy per particle. Adding more atoms at the same
temperature does not increase the size of the cloud.
Once the phase-space density rises above a certain point specified by
ρpsd ≈ 2.612 [61] the cloud Bose-Einstein condenses. The density of the
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cloud in the Thomas-Fermi limit5 takes on a parabolic profile. The size of a
Thomas-Fermi condensate is given by the half size s of this profile,
sk =
√
2µ
mRbω2k
.
In this case the size depends on the mean field energy or chemical potential
µ of the cloud. Here the size of the cloud increase if we add one more atom,
since µ depends on the number of atoms [73],
µ =
}ω
2
(
15Na
aho
) 2
5
,
where
aho =
√
}
mRbω
(2.1)
is the harmonic oscillator length and a the boson-boson scattering length6.
With these relations the Thomas-Fermi size of a condensate can be expressed
as
sk = aho
(
15Na
aho
) 1
5
· ω
ωk
.
For high confinements in the radial direction, the kinetic energy of the atoms
in that dimension may exceed the mean field energy of the condensate. In
this case the condensate can be approximately treated in the limit of an ideal
gas. Its rms size becomes the harmonic oscillator length from equation 2.1.
Since the sizes are dependent on the temperature and number of atoms
in the cloud, and because they are so closely related to the oscillation fre-
quencies, no map of cloud sizes is plotted.
2.2.6 Trap Depth
The trap depth is a parameter that describes how hot a sample can be
trapped in the magnetic field. For a trap composed of a wire and a homo-
geneous bias field the trap depth is usually simply the difference between
total background bias field and trap bottom field. In our case, the bias
field is formed by wires close to the structure, hence the trap is surrounded
5This limit can be independently reached for the three different dimensions of the cloud.
For each dimension the condition µ≫ }ωk must be fulfilled.
6See for example [74] for scattering length values for different states. Let us use as a close
approximation to the real value a = 100 · a0 ≈ 5.3 nm.
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Figure 2.7: Plot of the depth of the trap given in units of temperature. The
line denotes the waveguide chip surface. Without a chip the trap depth is
limited by the bias field, however, closing in to the chip opens up a second
escape route for the atoms by hitting the chip’s surface. The green line
shows the isodistance line for ymin = 0.5 mm.
by a local maximum field barrier in all directions instead of a height field
plateau. There are two possible escape routes to drain the trap if the kinetic
energy is increased or the potential energy barrier is lowered. First, the
saddle point of weakest field in the surrounding barrier, and second, the
point where the trap meets the surface7 of the waveguide chip at a distance
of 0.5 mm.
As mentioned before, the trap centre lies on a line going straight away
from the surface in the y-direction and it turns out that for this drain path
we take the maximum of the total field from the centre of the trap along y,
Btd,1 = max
({|B(xmin, y, zmin)|, ymin < y < ∞}) .
For the surface escape route we take the value of the field at the distance of
the chip just underneath the trap,
Btd,2 = |B(xmin, y = 0.5 mm, zmin)|.
7To be precise, close to the surface (< 1µm) the attractive Casimir-Polder force lowers
the potential and therefore the trap depth. The effect, however, is the same. The atoms come
in contact with the surface at room temperature and are expelled from the trap.
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The trap depth is now just the lower of these to values minus the value of
the trap bottom,
Btd = min
(
Btd,1,Btd,2
)
− Bmin.
The trap depth should be big compared to the mean atomic energy. A
typical value is [10]
µBBtd > ηkBT
with η ≈ 6 to keep the trap loss negligible.
In figure 2.7, Ttd is plotted with the line denoting the location of the
waveguide chip surface. It is clearly visible that the trap depth, though it
should be increasing closer to the Z-structure, is actually decreasing and
vanishing at ymin = 0. This is due to the second escape route opening up
for the atoms.
2.3 Constraints
The geometry of the current structure has emerged around several con-
straints. The most prominent one is the distance of the trench of the waveg-
uide chip from the Z-structure, i.e. about 500µm. Due to this distance
using high8 currents in the Z-structure cancelled by a large bias field was
the only available choice to achieve oscillation frequencies high enough for
evaporative cooling and fitting the cloud into the trench.
2.3.1 Current Limit
For the calculation, we can of course specify any value of current that
we want to gain the required results. However, in reality the working
conditions of our atom chip depend on its temperature not exceeding a
certain limit. The thing to note here is that the currents we can apply
without endangering the performance of the system are about the same as
the maximum current output of the power supplies presently in use:
ImaxZ = 50 A, Imaxbias = 80 A, and Imaxend = 30 A
For this reason, we concern ourselves in this chapter primarily with this
regime.
8High, meaning higher than currents typically used in experiments where the cloud is
trapped close to the current carrying structure.
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Figure 2.8: The trap parameters: trap depth and relative displacement when
adding a current in the end wires of the current structure. Current values
forIZ andIbias, as well as Bz values set to control the trap bottom, are taken
from the comparison table 2.1.
2.3.2 Size of the Waveguide Chip Trench
Taking the values from table 2.1 that a trap prepared to go into the trench
is about 2sr = 1.4µm in diameter and 2sa = 90µm long. Since the trench is
16µm×500µm in size, a straight cloud should fit in fine. However, there is
the issue of rotation. The ends of the clouds have a relative displacement
or tanϑ = 0.056. In other words, the tips of the cloud are about 2.5µm
of-centre, if the cloud is lying in the middle of the trench. Hence, for these
typical parameters, the cloud fits in the trench.
2.4 Tweaking the Trap
In section 2.1 we have explored the magnetic field potential formed by a
simple Z-structure and two bias wires. In section 2.3 we investigated the
problems that emerge from the constraints imposed upon the structure by
the presence, or more precisely the thickness, of the waveguide chip. Now
we take a look at how one additional control knob, namely the additional
end wire structure, can tweak the problematic parameters of the trap to
correct for some of the effects encountered in the last sections.
By a running currentIend through the end wire structures (for simplicity
we assume an equal current through both sides: Iend,1 = Iend,2 = Iend)
we effectively only adjust the two trap parameters: depth and rotational
displacement. By adjusting Bz, we hold the oscillation frequencies very close
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to constant. Figure 2.8 shows plots of the changes in trap depth and relative
displacement for the three parameter sets from table 2.1. The rotation
of the cloud that would prohibit the cloud from fitting into the trench
can be effectively reduced. Furthermore by adding to or cancelling the
z-component of the magnetic field, the trap depth can be slightly tweaked.
Considerations
Although this chapter gives a rather detailed description of the magnetic
field that would form the trap to load cold atoms into and cool them down
to BEC, this weird state of nature was never achieved during the time of
the thesis or until today. This is mostly due to vacuum issues (which are
described in more detail in the next chapter). Because of this and because
the waveguide chip is the main novel part in the setup, it was decided to
rather characterise the chip with cold atoms, which were available in form
of a magneto-optical trap, and aim for evaporative cooling and BEC at a
later stage when the pressure was under better control.
The next chapter describes the experimental setup that was mostly9
build from scratch to accommodate the atom chip.
9And apart from the laser system.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
The major part of the machinery existed in the form of an experiment to
investigate ultra-cold atom physics long before pursuing the waveguide
chip setup, and most of it has been described in [75] or more recently
in [76]. A brief overview of the components used is given but emphasis is
put on the profound changes.
Due to the magnetic requirements discussed in the last chapter, this
thesis uses a new atom chip for trapping and manipulating atoms. Although
the atom chip is mentioned in the context of the new vacuum system, the
chip is discussed in greater detail not here but in the next chapter.
3.1 Lasers
The laser system is used to trap, manipulate and detect rubidium 87 atoms.
Trapping is done in a magneto-optical trap (MOT), whereas manipulation
includes cooling and optical pumping. Detection is done via absorption
imaging, scattering of resonant and off-resonant light. For the most part
the system has been described in much detail in [75, 76]. A brief overview
mentioning a few changes made is given here, nonetheless.
There are three laser sources mainly used for reference, cooling and
repumping.
3.1.1 Reference Laser
This laser produces light at a wavelength of 780 nm, corresponding to the
rubidium 87 D2 transition between the 52S1/2, F = 2 ground state and the
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Figure 3.1: Hyperfine structure and transitions of the ground state (52S1/2)
and D2 exited state (52P3/2) of rubidium 87. (left) the red and green arrows
denote the reference and re-pumping transitions, respectively. Blue arrows
show allowed radiative decay routes. (right) the red arrows denote the σ+
optical pumping light increasing mF by 1 and the allowed radiative decay
routes of each excited state as blue arrows. Since there is one state without
an excitation arrow or a decay path, atoms are pumped into the F = 2, mF = 2
state. Polarisation-resolved2 repumper transitions, though not shown on
the right, bring atoms which have through spontaneous emission decayed
into the ground state back into the 52P3/2 F = 2 excited state.
52P3/2, F = 3 exited state. The transition is drawn in the context of the
energy structure of rubidium 87 in figure 3.1.
The reference laser is a home built extended-cavity grating-diode laser
(ECDL) [78] in Littrow configuration to bring the linewidth below 1 MHz,
compared to 6 MHz [79] natural linewidth of the addressed transition.
The laser is locked to the aforementioned transition via polarisation spec-
troscopy on a rubidium vapour cell [77]. In this setup, the laser has a typical
light output power of 16 mW using 54 mA drive current. The light output
by this laser is divided into beams for the spectroscopy, to lock the cooling
2The repump laser is locked to a polarisation spectrometer which uses the light-induced
birefringence and diachroism of rubidium vapour to increase the signal-to-background
ratio [77].
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laser, and for optical pumping.
3.1.2 Cooling & Detection Laser
A commercially available3 ECDL tapered-amplifier laser system is used
to gain high light output power for an LVIS MOT [80] and science MOT
cooling beams. An LVIS or low-velocity intense source is in practice a MOT
with a small hole in one of the six mirrors forming the MOT. Thought this
hole, atoms can escape from the MOT. The depth of the hole assures that
only transversely cold atoms pass through the hole and into the science
chamber where they are captured by a full MOT. In addition, it provides
light for absorption imaging and in-waveguide-chip detection of the atomic
samples.
The laser light can be locked 3 to 110 MHz red detuned from the light
emitted by the reference laser. The type of the lock is an offset lock to the
reference laser, which employs filter characteristics [81] in contrast to the
interference lock described in [76]. In this setup, the laser has a typical
output power of 490 mW at 94 mA diode and 2000 mA TA drive current
with a linewidth of less than 1 MHz.
The power of the light is split by a ratio of 3:1 into two acousto-optical
modulators (AOM) which shift the frequency of the light back 93 MHz. This
results in light in the −1st orders which have for the MOT phase a total red
detuning from resonance of about 12 MHz (twice the natural linewidth), i.e.
beat at 79 MHz. The range of accessible detuning values is +17 to −90 MHz.
The shifted higher power beam is sent through an optical fibre for sta-
bility, then superimposed with repump light and subsequently split into 3
beams which are used for cooling atoms in the LVIS MOT. The shifted lower
power beam is sent through an optical fibre for stability, then superimposed
with repump light and subsequently split into 6 beams which are used for
cooling atoms in the science MOT. The unshifted 0th order of the higher
power beam is sent through another AOM that shifts the light back to res-
onance. This light is split into three beams, which are in turn coupled into
optical fibres for distribution around the chamber and pointing stability4.
3TOPTICA Photonics DL100 with LD785-0080 and TA100 system TA-0780, both from
2002.
4Here, pointing stability is traded for intensity stability. Coupling the beam into a fibre
assures that the exiting beam is always pointing in one direction. However, slight directional
variations on the entry side of the fibre will translate into a varying intensity through the
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One is coupled back into fibres connected to the waveguide chip to detect
atoms within the trench of the chip. The other two beams are used for
absorption imaging along two axes.
3.1.3 Repump Laser
This laser serves the transition 52S1/2, F = 1 ground state to 52P3/2, F = 2
exited state (see figure 3.1) to repopulate 52S1/2, F = 2 ground state via
radiative decay from the 52P3/2, F = 2 exited state5 The repump laser is
a home built ECDL, same as the reference laser system. To increase the
light output power this master module seeds a slave laser diode. The
laser is locked via polarisation spectroscopy on a rubidium vapour cell to
a dispersive feature about 80 MHz blue detuned from the aforementioned
transition. In this setup, the laser has a typical output power of 34 mW at
69 mA master and 79 mA slave diode drive current with a linewidth of less
than 1 MHz. The light is sent through a AOM to be shifted back 80 MHz to
the repump transition, then divided to be superimposed with cooling light.
3.1.4 Optical Pumping
A part of the light coming from the reference laser is used for optical pump-
ing by driving the transition from the 52S1/2, F = 2 ground state to 52P3/2,
F = 2 exited state (see figure 3.1). The frequency is reduced by 246 MHz
by sending the light through a double pass AOM. This leaves the light
about 20 MHz blue detuned from the optical pumping transition. The op-
tical pumping light is introduced into the system along the path of the
absorption imaging. In this setup, the light power used is about 0.4 mW.
3.2 Vacuum
After careful consideration, we decided to not re-use the chamber that was
used with the laser system [76]. Due to the geometry of the access flange
and the minimum size requirements of the new atom chip, there was no way
of bringing it into the chamber without developing a complicated mount to
fibre. In this case the stability in direction is more important than the stability in intensity,
hence the trade-off.
5Note that the selection rules are ∆F = 0,±1 and mF = 0 → mF = 0 forbidden for
∆F = 0 [79].
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Figure 3.2: Photograph of the chamber sitting on the table. Into the table
a hole is cut to allow optical access to the chamber from below. In the
background, on the left are the ion and getter pumps, as well as an ion
pressure gauge. On the right sits the LVIS, separable from the main chamber
via a gate valve. So far, the atom chip flange is not attached and replaced
by a blind flange for initial hot baking.
thread the chip and the attached optical fibres through the flange without
damaging them. Hence, although it is good practise to re-use successfully
employed equipment (especially vacuum components), a new chamber had
to be built around the requirements of the new atom chip and experiments
utilising it. A picture of the nearly assembled vacuum chamber is shown in
the photograph in figure 3.2.
3.2.1 Requirements & Design
The new vacuum system uses as its central part a spherical octagon cham-
ber6 with eight 2.75 ” ports around the side, and two 8 ” ports on top and
bottom. The atom chip, including waveguide chip, and feedthroughs were
mounted on an 8 ” custom-made stainless steel blanking flange that can fit
onto the top port of the chamber.
6Kimball Physics Inc. MCF800–SO2000800, material is non-magnetic, stainless steel type
316L.
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of the chamber seen from below (left) and the side (right).
Except for the ports that lead to the LVIS and pumps, the sides of the
chamber are closed with viewports. Cooling light is drawn in red, imaging
light in green. Magnetic bias field coils are placed along the x, y and z axes.
The first imaging beam traverses the chamber and is shone onto a CCD
camera. The second imaging beam is goes through the bottom window and
is reflected at 45◦ (not visible in this projection) from the waveguide chip
before detection on a second CCD camera.
As discussed in chapter 2, the waveguide chip is 0.5 mm thick, so electric
currents up to 80 A are needed for magnetic trapping. The high currents
creating the fields, in turn, require not only thicker electrical feedthroughs
than usual for atom chips but also a way to quickly dissipate the heat
stemming from the intrinsic and contact resistances of the atom chip under
current flow. To this end, the atom chip is mounted close to the top flange
onto a block of copper, which transports the heat from the atom chip into
the stainless steel flange. In addition, the contacts to the feedthroughs are
distant from the central area of the chip.
To create a mirror-MOT with the waveguide chip as the mirror the
quadrupole coils must be aligned on an axis at 45◦ to the chip plane. As
a compromise, the coils were mounted inside the vacuum chamber. This
way, they require a smaller current and don’t obstruct any external features
of the chamber or block optical access.
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Figure 3.3 shows a sketch of the chamber. Cooling light (red in the
figure) for a MOT comes in through two side view ports and at an angle of
45◦ from below through the bottom view port. To image atoms in a MOT,
in or released from a magnetic trap, imaging light (green in the figure) is
shone along the axis of two cooling light beams. The imaging light and the
cooling light are superimposed on a polarising beam splitter (PBS) cube.
After passing through the chamber, the beams are separated in the same
way and the imaging light is collected with a CCD camera. A second
imaging system shines imaging light at an angle of 45◦ from below through
the bottom view port. After passing through the atoms the beam is reflected
from the waveguide chip surface. A part of the light is again absorbed by
the atoms and shone on a second CCD camera.
The entire chamber is sat on a large slab of aluminium with custom
holes to optically access the chamber from below and mount optics on top
of it in a way more stable than mounting them on long posts. The slab is
supported at a height of 350 mm by four 120 mm thick legs. The dimensions
of this extra optical table was chosen to minimise vibrations. A photograph
of the chamber sitting on top of this slab is shown in figure 3.2.
Atom Chip Flange
The top flange, which holds the atom chip, also holds the electrical and
optical feedthroughs to supply the atom chip, as well as dispensers7. A
sketch of the layout of the atom chip flange and a side cross sectional view
are shown in figure 3.4.
In the centre of the flange the atom chip is screwed down. The high-
current feedthroughs are placed as close as possible to the atom chip and the
coils. Two 1.33 ” half nipple ports are located at opposite sides of the flange
to hold low current feedthroughs. Two additional 2.75 ” half nipple ports
7Dispensers are small folded sheet metal pockets containing a, in this case, rubidium salt
(usually RbCl or RbF) and metallic Calcium powder. Sending a current through this pocket
heats up the mixture. A chemical reaction now releases mono-atomic rubidium (72% 85Rb,
28% 87Rb, traces of other isotopes) through the slits in the pockets into the vacuum chamber.
CaF2 or CaCl2 remains.
During the last opening of the chamber in March 2009 the dispensers were removed from
the science chamber, to reduce a source of background pressure. The strict geometry of the
internal quadrupole coils, together with the possibility of aligning the LVIS push beam via
the opposite view port on the chamber, allows for finding a MOT without the need of an
atom source inside the science chamber. The port is now closed with a blanking flange.
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Figure 3.4: Layout of the atom chip flange that sits on top of the chamber.
It features electrical feedthroughs for the quadrupole coils (a) that form the
MOT, the end wire structures (b), the H-structure (partly covered by the
waveguide chip) (c), the atom chip bias field wires (d), dispensers (only the
feedthroughts shown here) (e). In addition, there are optical feedthroughs
(f ) to bring light to the waveguide chip. The side cross section view of the
flange also shows that one of the quadrupole coils is embedded into the
copper block (g), another is mounted on an aluminium support (h).
are placed at at opposite sides of the flange to hold optical feedthroughs.
Across the in-vacuum side of the surface of the flange, size M3 holes are
tapped to hold support clips for fibres.
One of the quadrupole coil formers is embedded inside the copper block
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of the atom chip. The former of the other coil is mounted to one side of
the atom chip and is sticking out just enough to not touch the glass of the
view port. The coils are separated to place their on-axis centre point 1 mm
distant from the centre point on the waveguide chip surface8.
3.2.2 Installation
Prior to the installation of the new chamber the old was removed from
the optical table. Subsequently, the LVIS section, pumps, gauges and view
ports were removed to be re-used.
Chamber Preparation
In preparation of the installation of the chamber on the optical table the
chamber system (including pumps and gauges) was baked at about 250◦
for 7 days. This was done under vacuum with the chamber ports closed
but with blanking flanges instead of view ports, and connected to a turbo
pump. After cool-down the view ports were attached and the pump system
was removed. The atom chip flange had not yet been attached at this point.
Atom Chip Flange Preparation
The holes and pockets of the atom chip flange were all machined in house,
as well as the welding of the half nipple ports and feedthroughs. The
atom chip9 was attached and connected to the current feedthroughs. Three
dispensers were attached to a 6-pin feed-though so that they would fit
through one of the 1.33 ” ports. Subsequently, the waveguide chip and
fibres were attached. Finally, thermocouples were attached to prominent
points on the atom chip. A photograph of the assembled flange with atom
chip and connections is shown in figure 3.5.
Optical Table Preparation
For the raised optical table, a 100 mm thick slab of aluminium was water-cut
to open up holes for optical access to the LVIS and science chamber, as well
8Since the two coils have not the same number of windings (47 and 48), the magnetic
field zero at equal current running through the coils is slightly pushed towards the chip
surface.
9For details on the fabrication of the atom chip, attaching of the waveguide chip, and
connecting fibres see chapter 4.
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Figure 3.5: Photograph of the atom chip flange with atom chip and connec-
tions.
as bring beams up to the raised level. 10 mm thick plates of aluminium
were patterned with a tapped holes in the fashion of optical tables, then
anodized. Four 120 mm thick 350 mm long aluminium legs to hold the
table were machined.
Bringing It All Together
After removing all optics from the old setup, the aluminium slab was placed
on its legs on the main optical table. The patterned plates were screwed onto
the top surface. The bottom bias coil was placed into the centre hole of the
table, subsequently, placing the science chamber onto the coil. Following
this, the LVIS was placed on the table and using positional adjustment aids,
connected to the science chamber. The same was then done with the pump
system. In this state, with a blanking flange instead of the atom chip flange
in place and connected to a turbo pump, the chamber was baked at about
160◦ for 7 days.
To attach the atom chip flange, the blanking flange was removed and 4
long threaded rods were screwed into the top port of the science chamber.
On nuts the atom chip flange was then carefully lowered down into the
chamber, making sure the fibres were not destroyed. A photograph of this
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Figure 3.6: Photograph of the installation of the atom chip flange. The flange
is carefully lowered onto and the atom chip assembly into the octagonal
vacuum chamber.
process is shown in figure 3.6.
After closing the flange, the remaining bias coils were put in their place,
and the chamber was baked at about 130◦ for 18 days to bring the pressure
further down. After a thorough leak-check10 the turbo pump was removed.
A photograph of the final experimental setup with all optics and electrical
connections installed is shown in figure 3.7.
3.3 Detection
We can detect atoms with two different detectors. First a camera, thus
creating an image of the atoms, and second an avalanche photo diode
connected to the waveguide chip to count photons scattered by a atoms
within the trench.
10A small leak was found on one of the fibre feedthroughs.
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of the experiment now. Underneath the table are
some of the MOT optics already present. On the table, the camera can be
seen. The atom chip flange is already in place.
3.3.1 Imaging
The two implemented absorption imaging setups are shown in figure 3.3.
Two CCD sensor cameras11, called Pike and Marlin, are available and they
are placed depending on the requirements of the current measurement. The
Pike uses a resolution of 1388×1038 pixels and can be used if required in 4x
(hv) binning mode at a resolution of 692× 518 with a 14 bit ADC (10 bit real
SNR). Each of the sensor pixels has a size of 6.45µm×6.45µm. The Marlin
uses a resolution of 656 × 494 pixels without binning with an 8 bit ADC (7
bit real SNR). Each pixel has a size of 9.9µm×9.9µm.
In the setup, which images horizontally along the z-direction, resonant
light is collimated out of a fibre and superimposed with the path of the
cooling light along this axis. Due to the aperture of the waveplate mounts
and the PBS cubes in the path of the beam, its diameter is limited to about
11 mm. After the chamber, the imaging light is branched of from the cooling
light and focussed onto a camera with a commercial macro lens. The
magnification in this setup is between 0.35 and 0.39. In other words we look
at an area 2.6 to 2.9 larger than the size of the camera sensor. The horizontal
11Allied Vision Technologies (AVT) Pike F-145B [82] and Marlin F-033B [83].
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Figure 3.8: Detection setup. The light is split into parts and injected into
the fibres (left) connected to the waveguide chip (top). After traversing the
trench, the light coming out of one fibre is collimated, then focussed onto
an SPAPD (right). The second imaging axis consists of imaging light that is
shone onto the atoms at an angle of 45◦. The reflected light is focussed onto
a CCD camera (middle).
imaging was tried along the x-axis instead of the z-axis. However, since
the fibre reinforcements (c.f. chapter 4) obstruct optical access close to
the chip surface, this axis was abandoned. The power of the horizontal
imaging beam is typically 100µW and a typical exposure is 100µs long. A
typical experimental sequence to image along this axis takes two to four
exposures. One of which is a fluorescence image of the atoms in the MOT.
Two are exposures taken of the imaging light beam, one with and one
without atoms. A fourth exposure may image the background light. The
latter can be used to calculate a background corrected absorption image of
the atomic sample. However, for simplicity we now usually omit to take
the background and fluorescence image.
The second setup takes an exposure through reflecting light off the
waveguide chip. Due to the aperture of the telescope the diameter of the
beam is limited to about 11 mm. The imaging light is reflected off the gold
coating of the waveguide chip and passes through the atom cloud. The light
that first passes through the atoms before it is being reflected is also imaged,
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resulting in two shadows of the cloud appearing in the image. Using two
achromatic lenses each with a focal length of f ′ = 200 mm mounted directly
onto the camera, the magnification in this setup is 1 to get in close to the
cloud (c.f. figure 3.8). The power of the horizontal imaging beam is 100µW
to 150µW and a typical exposure is 100µs long. A typical experimental
sequence to image along this axis takes two exposures of the imaging light,
one with atoms and one without atoms.
3.3.2 Waveguide Chip Detection
For the detection of light coming from the waveguide chip fibres, a fibre-
coupled single-photon counting avalanche photo diode12 (SPAPD) is used
in conjunction with a 780 nm notch pass filter13. The SPAPD is not a com-
mercially fibre-coupled device. The coupling has been done by the group.
The SPAPD has a photon detection efficiency (quantum efficiency) at 780 nm
of 50% and a detector dead time14 of τdead = 32 ns. The dark count is 62 c / s
(counts / second). It is fitted into a black box and covered entirely with black
cloth which reduces the measured ambient count rate due to stray light to
typically 130 c / s, even with the room lights on.
Upper power limits of interest are the following. The detector is a linear
detector up to a point. Although we can calculate the number of photons
on the detector from the number of recorded counts, the saturation effects
reduce the sensitivity of the measurement. The sensitivity is reduced by
a factor of 2 at a count rate of 0.293/τdead = 9.2 Mc / s or 4.7 pW on the
detector. The next limit is detector paralysis due to the count rate reaching
1/τdead = 31.3 Mc / s or 15.9 pW on the detector. This is the limit above
which a measurement can no longer be corrected. And the last limit it the
destruction limit of the detector. This is reached for a pulse of 104 photons
in a time of < 1 ns. This corresponds to a constant power of 2.5µW on
the detector. Typical count rates used for measurements are between 1 and
10 Mc / s.
A signal rate of 15 c / s in a measurement of 1 s has an uncertainty of√
130 + 15 c / s = 12 c / s and can thus be just distinguished against the back-
ground with an equal uncertainty of about 12 c / s. At the upper limit of
the detector, 15 Mc / s in our case, the dynamic range for a measurement of
12Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQRH-14 [84]
13Semrock LL01-780-12.5
14See chapter 5 for an in-depth analysis of dead time effects and methods of correction.
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1 s duration becomes 106 (background counts become negligible for such
a high count rate). For a measurement of 1 ms duration, however, the
dynamic range reduces to just 103. To extend the dynamic range of light in-
tensities accessible for short time durations without damaging the SPAPD,
additional neutral density filters can be fitted into this system to use high
light intensities for measurement. A sketch of the SPAPD detection setup
is shown in figure 3.8. The probe light coming from an AOM, with which
the probe light frequency can be varied, is split to access all fibres. Blocking
paths selects which fibre to use. The light, after interacting with the atoms,
is focussed onto the detector.
3.4 Computer Control
Hermes, the software to control the hardware used with the experimental
setup before the waveguide chip, was a JAVA programme that allows the
user to specify the state of the hardware for a certain time and concatenate
such time slots into a sequence. Each state is represented by an array of
values that the hardware can put out. Though it is possible to see the
progression of the state of the entire system on screen in this way, a bug in
Hermes was the probable cause of the breaking of an atom chip in one of
the prior experiments [76] and has several disadvantages that severely limit
its usability. To name only a few, it was very slow in creating the values
for the eight analogue channels. And although written object oriented,
it is difficult to include new or different hardware to the set used at the
time of writing. Because of these and other limitations, it was decided
to write a new software suite for hardware control based on Microsoft’s
.NET framework, reusing a fair amount of the code base of the groups
electron-dipole moment experiment [85]. The name of the suit is Tyche15.
3.4.1 Architecture
Tyche features a modular architecture to split up the tasks of hardware
control and user interaction. In other words, for each task there is a single
module, a single programme. The structure is schematically shown in figure
3.9. The user interaction is handled by the Tyche user interface (TycheUI). It
15Ancient Greek goddess of fortune and prosperity, daughter of Hermes. Lately also an
acronym for ’Timing your control hardware events’.
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Figure 3.9: Data flow chart of the experimental control. (blue arrows) the user
interacts with the user interface as part of the software suite. The user inter-
face serializes the input and hands it down to the main hardware controller,
which in turn delegates tasks to several slave data acquisition controllers.
All controllers then ready their hardware for the next experimental cycle.
(red arrows) During the cycle, data is collected by the hardware, then pro-
cessed by the slave controllers and passed on up through the chain back to
the user interface to be accessed by the user. (yellow arrows) On request, all
software modules save data and meta data to the computer hard drive.
processes the input and relays it to the main hardware controller (TycheCon-
troller) which in turn programmes the analogue and digital output cards,
as well as relay tasks from TycheUI to data acquisition controllers (DAC).
All modules communicate with each other via .NET object publishing and
individually save data to a hard drive.
A picture of the computer desktop whilst measuring is shown in figure
3.10 where the front-ends all of the modules are shown.
3.4.2 TycheUI
The Tyche user interface is a command line interface (CLI), as opposed to the
graphical user interfaces typically used in cold atom experiments [86–88]. It
is written in IronPython. Apart from direct and immediate control of each
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Figure 3.10: A screen grab of a typical window layout for performing
experiments with Tyche. Two data acquisition controllers are shown on
the left. One is for the camera, showing an absorption image of an atomic
cloud. An approximate atom number is calculated on-the-fly (223 million
in this case). The other DAC is for the counter input card connected to the
SPAPD. Each shot is displayed on top and on-the-fly averaging of a number
of shots is performed below. TycheUI is just a command prompt executing
a loop in this grab. TycheController is really a backend to connect all other
modules. It only has a window for status information output.
part of the experiment, control commands can be collated into so-called
Events (which internally are objects). An Event includes commands which
mark edges, i.e. changes in values. Thus it defines the behaviour of a part
of the hardware from a starting time to an ending time (the next edge). This
structure is much more generic than the time slot structure, i.e. any time
slot can be written as one event, but not every event can be written as one
time slot. On top of that, events can not only contain hardware behaviours,
but also other events. Events on the same level are then related to each
other by specifying the positions of their starting and ending times. An
entire experimental sequence is eventually only one event containing many
subevents. On execution, the relative timings of the event and branched
sub-events are flattened out to be correctly interpreted by the sequentially
working TycheController.
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Apart from running an event with its default parameters, as they were
specified on creation, parameters can be varied on execution. Let us look at
an event that loads atoms into a MOT and then takes an image. We would
write in the TycheUI command line
>>> go(mot_image)
which would run the experiment and take an absorption image of the atoms
in the MOT. The Event mot image contains the sub-Events:
• initialise all initialises all hardware channels to known start val-
ues
• init cam initialises the camera, i.e. resets buffers and makes sure the
camera is connected
• load mot switches magnetic fields and light shutters to form a MOT
• molasses switches magnetic fields and light detuning
• abs image switches AOM to take an absorption image
• fluo with atoms takes an image
• fluo no atoms switches off all light and takes image
Each of these sub-Events specifies parameterised commands sent to the
hardware. If we want to change one parameter of this sequence, e.g. the
light detuning, we would simply change the line to execute to something
like
>>> go(mot_image, parameters={"detuning":90})
One can guess at the raw potential of this approach. To take a number of
images to scan over the detuning we only expand this to read
>>> for det in range(70,110,2):
... go(mot_image, pars={"detuning":det}, saving=True)
and would get 20 images of the MOT without hitting another key. This
is only the beginning. With the scripting power of Python we assembled
meta sequences that in addition to the execution also analyse the data on
the fly to greatly simplify often needed measurements, like calculating the
temperature in a magnetic trap by time-of-flight analysis, with one line of
text on the command line.
TycheUI saves each executed event object to the hard drive and sends a
set of meta data about the execution to be collated by TycheController.
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3.4.3 TycheController
The Tyche main hardware controller is written in C# using National In-
struments Measurement Studio libraries and is at the heart of the suite.
It generates a shared experimental cycle identifier (EID) and distributes it
throughout all active modules in the suite. The EID takes the form
ID_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS,
with ID being an identifier for the experiment (’WG’ in our case) and the
rest notifying the year, month, day, hour, minute, and second of the start of
the cycle.
TycheController receives commands from TycheUI. These can be imme-
diate commands to change the state of the experiment, or timed commands
in the form: ’change this output to this value at this time’. TycheController
passes immediate commands straight away on to the hardware. Timed
commands for the internal hardware, it saves in a time ordered layout.
On execution, it interpolates this layout for each hardware channel into
a byte stream. Commands for DACs are passed on to the corresponding
controllers. All hardware control modules are synchronised by dedicated
digital output channel.
TycheController saves the layout and meta data it receives from TycheUI
and DACs to the hard drive.
3.4.4 Data Acquisition Controllers
Data acquisition controllers can be written in any programming language
that can publish an object or be accessed via a programming language that
can publish an object. In our case, each module is created in National
Instruments LabVIEW. A small C# server connects to this module via the
COM interface standard.
DACs control a dedicated bit of hardware, especially but not exclusively
for acquiring data. This can be images from a camera, analogue voltages or
a number from a counter card. Furthermore, they can act in a more abstract
way, e.g. offering a text field to enter a note to each experimental sequence
or manually enter data for which there is no direct link to the computer
(like a current or temperature setting, or a light power).
Since each DAC is programmed as a separate module, it is left to the
programmers discretion whether to include on the fly data presentation
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and/or analysis. However, we included a mandatory interface protocol
of method calls that includes receiving the EID, configuring and arming
the device before the sequence, saving data, and relaying meta data to
TycheController.
Let us take a look at two examples of DACs used in the experiment .
Camera Controller
The camera controller is a LabVIEW programme that communicates with
a IEEE-1394 (FireWire) camera (Pike or Marlin). It receives configuration
commands from TycheUI via TycheController and is armed for image acqui-
sition by TycheController when running an experimental sequence. During
the sequence, the camera is triggered by a digital output channel. After the
sequence, the data is read-out of the camera buffer, together with the ac-
quisition properties that were set. The images are processed and saved as a
flexible image transport system (FITS) file to the hard drive. Depending on
the subject of the measurement, different profiles can be fitted to the result-
ing image to calculate parameters like number of atoms or cloud size. The
results are displayed within the graphical user interface of the programme.
Counter Controller
The APD that is connected to the waveguide chip fibres sends its signals to
the counter input channel on a National Instruments PCI-6024E Multifunc-
tion Card. The counter controller is a LabVIEW programme. It configures
and arms the counter input channel for acquisition. During the sequence,
the counter input channel is triggered by a digital output channel. After
the sequence, the data is read-out of the card buffer. The data is processed
and saved as a comma separated values (CSV) file to the hard drive. The
module can average the current acquisition with prior ones to approximate
a running average of multiple experimental cycles.
3.4.5 Advantages & Disadvantages
The modular structure of the code base has several advantages. For one,
nobody has to know the code of all of the modules to add a module to
the suite. Furthermore, it is possible to simply adjust an already existing
stand-alone hardware controller to work as a module within the suite. This
greatly decreases development time for new modules.
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The downsides to this approach are that indeed nobody knows the entire
code. Hence, understanding unpredicted behaviour of the suite requires
someone who understands the interconnection points of all of the modules.
What is more, due to possible high number of modules that have to be
managed by the operating system, running other programmes in parallel
may influence the performance of execution. Finally, although the state of
each experimental sequence is saved, changing modules may compromise
the future-compatibility of scripts and events.
Nevertheless, the aforementioned advantages outweigh the disadvan-
tages by far.
Considerations
Apart from the laser system, most parts of the experiment had to be de-
signed, calculated, built, and tested from scratch, devouring a huge amount
of time which as we will see in the following chapters left little time to set
up experiments in a way that provides really new data.
However, a new experimental apparatus was realised to hold the new
type of atom chip, which is described in more detail in the next chapter.
Furthermore, a new and versatile control programme was developed, writ-
ten and tested to automate the taking and analysis of data and generally
make more time available to think of experiments and result, rather than
take and analyse it. Unfortunately, the least bit of time was spent during
this thesis with the application of it.
The next chapter describes the mechanics of the atom chip including the
waveguide-chip, how it was built and characterised.
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Chapter 4
The Sub-Chip:
Manufacturing Process and
Characterisation
Now that we have looked at the experimental infrastructure in the last
chapter we shall have a closer, more detailed look at the centre piece of the
experiment: the chip.
I explain briefly how the waveguide chip is manufactured, and describe
in detail the process of building and assembling the sub-chip and wedding
it to the waveguide chip. I present the results of several tests with the
aim to judge and understand the chip’s performance. And finally, I briefly
comment on the whole endeavour and give some ideas for improvements
in the future.
4.1 Design
The chip comprises an optical-waveguide chip attached to a current-carrying
atom-chip device. An impression of the chip is shown in figure 4.1. A more
detailed view of the waveguide chip and the centre region of the chip was
already shown in figure 1.1 (page 9). A different view of the waveguide
chip is shown in figure 4.2.
The waveguide chip has 12 pairs of parallel waveguides buried in silica,
3 of which are connected to fibres that leave the vacuum chamber via 6 FC-
connector optical feedthroughs. The waveguides have a centre-to-centre
pitch of 10µm and are intersected by a 16µm wide trench that stretches
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Figure 4.1: The fully assembled atom chip (artist’s impression).
over 500µm allowing for a cold cloud of atoms to enter the region where
waveguide pairs face each other.
The 3 fibres connected are numbers #4, #9 and #10 as shown in figure
4.2. The distances between these fibre pairs are 10, 50, and 60µm. This
opens up two different length scales when probing long, thin atom clouds.
The mode field diameter for the waveguides is 2.1µm.
The design of the sub-chip boils down to the following points. An
H-structure is used because it is a very versatile structure that allows for
wire-like magnetic trapping in Z-configuration (plus axial confinement and
zero-field offset come for free), as well as magneto-optical trapping by sup-
plying a quadrupole field when used in U-configuration. Intermediate
configurations allow for more efficient loading of the magnetic trap. The
gradient coils and bias wires are placed inside the vacuum chamber instead
of externally to preserve optical access around the chamber and limit the
necessary current to reach the required magnetic fields and gradients. Two,
instead of one, bias wires allow control of the horizontal position of the
trapped cloud and produce less heat. End wires are employed for axial
position correction, aspect ratio control, and as an rf-antenna for evapora-
tive cooling. The solid copper mass of the sub-chip base maximises heat
dissipation and helps buffering the heat transfer to the flange.
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Figure 4.2: Bird’s eye view of the waveguide chip. The lines hint at the
buried waveguides converging in the centre. (a) DIC micrograph of the
centre region. The light and dark lines show slopes on the surface. (b)
Sketch of the same region with the waveguides clearly present. The red
waveguides are the one that are connected to fibres. (c) A sketch of the even
further enlarged trench region and inside a representation of the light mode
field diameter diverging across the trench (for 780 nm).
4.2 Manufacturing Process
4.2.1 How to put waveguides into a chip
The chip was manufactured by the Centre for Integrated Photonics [89] on
a 1 mm-thick silicon wafer. A 10µm thick layer of silica, grown by thermal
oxidation, formed the lower cladding for the waveguides. A second layer
of silica, doped with Germanium and Boron to achieve a 0.75% refractive
index contrast, was created by flame hydrolysis deposition. This was etched
through a UV-lithography mask to create the waveguide cores. A further
10µm silica layer of upper cladding, also deposited by flame hydrolysis,
was doped with boron and phosphorus in order to match the refractive
index of the lower cladding. A layer of 50 nm of chrome and then 100 nm
of gold provides the reflecting surface needed by the MOT beams. Finally
the central trench was cut by deep reactive ion etching to a depth of 22µm
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through a 16µm×500µm rectangular mask formed by UV-lithography. The
finished chip was polished on the back to reduce its thickness to 500µm.
This reduced the distance between the atoms in the trench and the current-
carrying wires underneath.
The chip was cut into a square shape with sides of length 32 mm. The
square cross section size of the waveguide structure is 4µm×4µm. This
square size as well as the difference between the refractive indices is op-
timised for carrying a single light mode at a wavelength of 780 nm. The
waveguide chip holds 12 primary and 2 secondary waveguides spanning
the length of the chip.The cut trench is oriented such as to intersect the
primary waveguides. At this intersection the centre to centre pitch of the
primary waveguides is 10µm. The secondary waveguides pass the centre
uninterrupted just outside the gap. In both directions 1500µm from the
gap, all waveguides fan out nearing the sides of the chip to a centre to
centre pitch of 250µm to allow for fibre connection.
The waveguides are arranged in a plane, i.e. they form a line at the gap.
This line consists of 12 facing 4µm×4µm waveguide pairs stretching over
a length of 120µm. The arrangement of the waveguides provides optical
access to the gap. Although there are a total of 12 usable waveguides,
in the first experimental setup that implements this chip, only 3 pairs are
connected to 6 fibres. A magnified view of the chip’s centre area is shown
in figure 4.2.
4.2.2 How to make this atom-chip
This section contains detailed instructions to build the atom chip used in
the context of this thesis. The instructions are grouped step-by-step and
detailed in the figures 4.3 to 4.9. On a few general notes: all the screws
used to build the chip have been vacuum relieved by either an on-axis
through-hole or a wire eroder cut to the axis. Pockets liable to trap air have
been relieved by small holes as well. Note that neither are shown in these
instructions nor in the CAD drawings. The two component epoxy used to
bond material layers is Epotek R© H77. The index matching epoxy used for
optical connection is Epotek R© 353ND. The process of making the gradient
coil formers and winding the coils as used in step (17) is not described. The
entire process is to be understood more as a guideline than a perfect recipe
to make this kind of atom chip.
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Key to Materials and Textures
The colours and textures used in the figures try to be as close as possible
to the colours and textures of the materials used in the process. This may
lead to ambiguity but eventually helps better understanding of the process.
This is however only practical since the different materials used offer a high
enough contrast to be distinguishable. The list is in order of appearance.
• Brown represents the material OFHC (oxygen-free high thermal con-
ductivity) copper.
• Gray (smooth) represents the material PEEK (polyetheretherketone).
• White may represent either the material PTFE (polytetrafluoroethy-
lene) or a machinable aluminium nitride ceramic. Only the ceramic is
used in the end product. PTFE is only used a spacer material.
• Yellow (translucent) represents uncured epoxy Epotek R© H77.
• Gray (textured) represents aluminium.
• Yellow (dark, opaque) represents cured epoxy Epotek R© H77.
• Gold represents the waveguide chip.
• Green (dark) represents Titanium.
17 Steps to Make the Chip
Step (1) We start with a solid block of OFHC copper of dimensions 90 mm
× 70 mm × 19 mm and cut away material all around the block to leave a
70 mm×50 mm platform in the centre. This is the heat sink. Changing to a
small cutter, we machine a Union-Jack-type shape 0.1 mm deep out of the
platform top surface. With the same tool, we cut 8 clearance holes 2 mm
deep and 4 mm in diameter in the corners of the top surface. Subsequently,
we drill 4  3.2 mm through-holes around the platform and counter-sink
them with 6.0 mm deep  6.0 mm holes. In addition, we drill 4 size M2
tapped holes 6 mm deep into the back-side of the block, as shown.
Step (2) We prepare a second OFHC copper (offset) block of dimensions
70 mm × 50 mm × 12 mm that features 4 protrusions that snugly fit into the
clearance holes we drilled last in step (1). We join the two blocks. Now, we
use a wire eroding machine with a 0.25 mm wire to cut (a) a straight fine
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Figure 4.3: Manufacturing process: steps (1) and (2).
slit at +45◦, and (b) a rectangular inner pocket at −45◦, as shown. These are
to later on house a magnetic field coil and to reduce Eddy currents inside
the bulk material stemming from the magnetic field formed by the coil.
In preparation for gluing, we thoroughly degrease the block and placed it
in an oven at 200 ◦C for a few hours until the surface is mildly oxidised.
Degreasing in this contexts means cleaning the surface for gluing. For this,
consecutive ultrasonic baths of 4% Decon90 solution and deionised water
are used. After drying, the surface is wiped with acetone. Note that acetone
dissolves Epotek H77D!
Step (3) In this step we prepare 2 U-shaped pocket-structure brackets of
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) to fit around the platform of the heat sink
block, as well as several polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) pieces. We screw
the PEEK brackets into place through the 4 holes in the heat sink block. The
PTFE pieces we fit by firmly wedging them into place. At this point we
remove the offset piece.
Step (4). We prepare an ample amount of epoxy and fill it into a syringe.
With this we pour epoxy onto the copper and wet the entire surface with a
spatula. After that, we thoroughly degreased a 2 mm thick rectangular tile
of machinable aluminium nitride ceramic, wet one surface with epoxy, and
place it into the alignment pocket formed by the PEEK brackets. We firmly
press it down, spilling more epoxy into the side pockets. We then fill up the
side pockets to the level of the slit between platform and tile.
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Figure 4.4: Manufacturing process: steps (3), (4) and (5).
Step (5) We are now ready to bake the chip to cure the two-component
epoxy. We place the chip onto a non-sticking surface, e.g. a sheet of PTFE,
since some of the glue will run through the thin slit we cut in step (2),
and we want to avoid gluing the chip to the oven. This precaution is only
necessary for the initial bake.
We place a PTFE sheet and an aluminium stamp on top of the ceramic
tile and firmly screw the stamp down with 8 screws. The raised Union-Jack-
type shape on the platform allows exactly 0.1 mm epoxy to stay between the
surfaces of the platform and the ceramic. The rest of the epoxy is expelled,
thus leveling the surfaces parallel. The PTFE sheet prevents epoxy from
sticking to the stamp and serves as a cushion in order to not break the
ceramic. We are very careful to tighten the screws not to much, nevertheless.
The other PTFE pieces prevent epoxy from running out from inside the
PEEK brackets, and through the thin slit into the inner pocket.
We place the assembly an oven at room temperature and increase its
temperature to 100 ◦C at a rate of 1 ◦C per minute. Here, we hold the
temperature for 1 hour. Subsequently, we increase the temperature to 120 ◦C
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Figure 4.5: Manufacturing process: steps (6), (7) and (8).
at the same rate and hold it there for another 2 hours [90]. Then, we switch
the oven off and leave it closed overnight for the chip to cool down. After
cool-down, we carefully remove the aluminium stamp and PTFE sheet.
This procedure is repeated for steps (8) in figure 4.5 and (11) in figure 4.6.
Step (6) To remove epoxy residue, we carefully face off the surface of the
tile. Then, we cut two parallel channels 1.2 mm deep into the tile with a
 1.2 mm ball head cutter.
Step (7) We prepare a batch of epoxy and two OFHC copper wires of
 1 mm, about 200 mm long. We degrease the tile surface and channels, as
well as the copper wire. Then, we fill the channels with epoxy, making sure
no air pockets are trapped inside the glue. Now, we insert the wires into the
channels with equal lengths of wire sticking out both sides of the channels.
Also, we rotate the wires to fully wet their surfaces.
Step (8) We repeat the procedure as described in step (5) apart from the
PTFE cushion this time having two elevations in place of the channels in
the tile to press the wires firmly into the channels.
Step (9) To remove epoxy residue, we again carefully face off the surface
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Figure 4.6: Manufacturing process: steps (9), (10) and (11).
of the tile and cut another 0.1 mm deep structure, similar in purpose to the
one in step (1).
Step (10) For this step we prepare a conductor wire-eroded pre-structure
cut into a 0.5 mm thick sheet of OFHC copper and a batch of epoxy. We
degrease the tile surface and the conductor pre-structure. In addition, we
oxidise the pre-structure as in step (2). We then, carefully wet one side of
the pre-structure, as well as the tile surface, with epoxy. Subsequently, we
place the pre-structure onto the tile and gently pressed down so that epoxy
penetrates into the cuts in the pre-structure. We remove excess epoxy with
a spatula, careful not to scratch the copper surface.
Step (11) We repeat the procedure as described in step (5). We remove all
PTFE pieces after cool-down.
Step (12) With a  0.5 mm cutting tool, we carefully crop the pre-structure
to the size of the underlying tile, thus isolating the individual tracks, but
omiting for now the area right above the copper wires. The cut is 4 mm
deep from the conductor structure surface to liberate all layers from the
surrounding hardened epoxy. After that, we crop the rest of the structure
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Figure 4.7: Manufacturing process: steps (12) and (13).
by cutting the remaining bit about 0.45 mm deep with the cutting tool and
the rest of the way with a scalpel. In this step we also cut alignment markers
for later 0.1 mm deep into the copper surface. Subsequently, we remove the
rest of the material (copper, epoxy, PEEK) surrounding the platform 4 mm
downwards from the structure surface. This is done extra carefully.
Step (13) We now remove the screws that are holding the PEEK in place,
pull it off the copper and remove excess glue around the copper wires with
small hand tools. Here, we are extremely careful not to exert too much force
against any of the bonded structures. Next, we cut away material around
the platform to solely leave two protrusions that will help attach the chip
to the CF vacuum flange. We hand-polish the copper structure to remove
any hardened epoxy residue. To finish this step off, we put the offset block
back in place.
Step (14)We drill 8 size M2 tapped holes 4 mm deep through the ceramic tile.
We thoroughly rinsed out the holes with 4% Decon90 solution, deionised
water and methanol, then dry with pressurised dry air. After degreasing 8
size M2 stainless steel grub screws, we prepare a small batch of epoxy and
fill it into a syringe, fitted with a small diameter filling needle. We then
apply a small drop of epoxy to the thread of each hole, careful not to scratch
the thread in the soft ceramic, and a small drop to each thread of the grub
screws. After inserting the screws we use a small amount of acetone on
a clean wipe to remove excess epoxy from the exposed threads. We then
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Figure 4.8: Manufacturing process: steps (14) and (15).
check for electrical insulation of each screw to the block and unscrew a bit if
necessary. If all is good, we place the chip in the oven and repeat the baking
instructions as described in step (5).
Step (15) After cool-down, we can start attaching the optics. Due to the
temperature sensitivity of the optical components we do not use the oven
for curing from now on, but a 150 W halogen lamp sitting beneath the block,
heating it up to about 80 ◦C. We prepare a batch of the index matching two-
component epoxy Epotek R©353ND (which we use from now on) and apply
several small drops to the bottom centre area of the waveguide chip. We
then place it on the copper structure, minding the alignment markers from
step (12), and hold it there, carefully pressed down, for 30 minutes [91].
Step (16) The fibres we now use are placed in a groove along titanium alloy
splints (size 0.77 mm × 3.0 mm, 25/30/35 mm long) for structural support
and to hold them steady in a micro-positioning stage. To wet the fibre
facet we place a small drop of epoxy onto the side of the waveguide chip
just outside the waveguides and immerse the tip of a fibre into it. Then,
we move the fibre into position of the first waveguide and decrease the
distance to the waveguide side until the epoxy touches the side. Whilst
continually realigning the fibre to maximise transmission, we increase the
temperature to 80 ◦C. Subsequently, we place a drop of glue between the
splint and the copper structure, which distributes along the splint due to
surface tension, and cures within a few minutes. During this time, we need
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Figure 4.9: Manufacturing process: steps (16) and (17).
to monitor the transmission and quickly realign if necessary. After this first
drop of glue has set, we fill the rest of the gap between the splint and the
copper structure with epoxy and leave the chip baking for over 30 minutes.
This procedure we repeat with 5 more splints and fibres.
Step (17) For the final step, we need two gradient coils. We slide the inner
coil in from the underside of the sub-chip, being careful not push too far
and touch the fibres. Then, we slide the support in from the side, just below
the fibres. We place the chip onto the prepared 8 ” CF flange and screw
it tight. After it has been mounted on the flange, we can attach the outer
gradient coil with its support and screw it to the sub-chip.
4.3 Performance Tests
Now that we have an atom chip in our hands, what can we expect from it?
We really want to know how it behaves under experimental conditions. The
following section describes what we want to know about the performance
and properties of the chip and the results obtained in isolated tests. Most
of these test were done either in air or in a high vacuum test chamber.
Therefore, most results are not directly transferable to the behaviour of the
chip inside its experimental environment, but give a very good idea of its
expected limits and performance. Furthermore, several specimens of sub-
chip and waveguide chip were used in the tests, due to the destructive or
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measured part R [mΩ] Pmax [W] Idesign [A]
inner gradient coil (47 turns) 145 5 6
outer gradient coil (48 turns) 151 5 6
each bias wire ≈ 1 < 7 80
both bias wires* 9 58 80
H-structure (any path) ≈ 1 < 3 50
H-structure* (any path) 4 10 50
each end wire** ≈ 1 < 1 30
each end wire*,** 4 < 4 30
*this is including connections.
**The resistance of the end wire structures has actually not been measured but
due to the similarity to the H-structure is not expected to be greater than the value
given.
Table 4.1: Results for the measured resistance R of the conducting sub-chip
structures ( uncertainties are due to the limit of the multimeter used: σR =
1 mΩ). The corresponding maximum power production Pmax is calculated
for each resistance and design current Idesign in our design.
damaging nature of some of the tests.
4.3.1 Sub-Chip
Resistance
The electrical resistances were measured with 6-digit multimeter (Agilent
34401A) via four-wire resistance measurement. Results for the different
parts of the atom chip are given in table 4.1. Apart from the two coils, all
intrinsic resistances are less than 1 mΩ. However, the connector resistance1
(mostly contact resistance) plays a non-negligible role in the production
of heat. If we take the resistivity of the connected parts and the maximal
currents expected by our design, the resulting powers are mostly within
normal bounds for in-vacuum currents (1 to 10 W). However, the bias
wire current is expected to produce a large amount of heat, most of which
originates at the connections. A part of this heat is conducted through the
1The connections are made using either BeCu barrel connectors between wires and the
feed throughs or thin copper stripes screwed directly to the chip surface and the feed
through.
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Figure 4.10: Temperature data with fitted curves to the short- (blue) and
long-term (green) rise. The temperature was taken in the centre of the
current-carrying structure without a waveguide chip attached.
feedthroughs, and part along the copper wires to the chip. If all currents
are running at their maximum value, a total of 86 W is being produced.
Temperature
The temperature was measured with a K-type thermocouple connected to
an NI 9211 thermocouple input module. Several tests in air were performed
and one under high vacuum conditions. In the tests a sub-chip was used
without a waveguide chip or fibres attached to it.
In general we see in the tests a very fast rise in the temperature local
to the current. Furthermore when alternating the current on a 1 minute
period we see a slow overall rise in temperature throughout the subchip
and flange. We attribute the fast rise to short-term local heating before the
heat can start to diffuse into the bulk material of the subchip which slowly
heats up over a longer period of time. Fitting an exponential of the form2
T0 + Te
(
1 − exp
(
− t
τ
))
2We only take a look at the rise time and assume it is independent of the tempera-
ture at which the temperature rise starts. For the temperature range we were taking the
measurements for, this was confirmed to hold true to within 10%.
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to the short- and long-term rise yield time constants τ. Figure 4.10 shows
an example plot of temperature rise data for 80 A running through both
bias wires with short- and long-term fits from which the following time
constants are derived.
The short-term time constant is an indicator for how long the subchip
can continuously be used, the long-term time constant is an indicator for
how long the subchip takes to equilibrate with the flange. The following
tests have been performed in air with an aluminium heat sink attached to
the bottom of the subchip. The uncertainties in time are the asymptotic
standard errors of the fit. The uncertainty in temperature (measured with
a K-type thermocouple) is on the order of 1◦C.
• Running 80 A through each of the copper wires yield a rise time (tem-
perature measured between the wires) of
τ = 168 s±7 s,
though this has been measured with the current on for well over 250 s.
The temperature did not rise over 60◦C.
• Running 80 A through each of the copper wires but alternating the
current between on and off every 30 s yield a short-term rise time of
τ = 30 s±2 s,
and a long-term rise time of
τ = 1700 s±90 s,
indicating that the former measurement is a superposition of the short
and long-term rise. The temperature did not rise over 50◦C.
• Running 50 A through theH-structure in a Z-configuration yield a rise
time (temperature measured in the centre of the subchip) of
τ = 225 s±9 s .
The temperature did not rise over 34◦C.
• Running 50 A through the H-structure in a Z-configuration but alter-
nating the current between on and off every 30 s yield a short-term
rise time of
τ = 13 s±1 s,
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and a long-term rise time of
τ = 400 s±20 s .
The temperature did not rise over 35◦C.
• Running 80 A through the bias wires, 50 A through the H-structure
in a Z-configuration and 6 A through each gradient coil yield a short
time rise time (temperature measured in the centre of the subchip) of
τ = 17 s±1 s .
The long-term rise was nearly linear with a linear rise time coefficient
of 11 s /K±2 s /K from a temperature of 53◦C onwards. Due to the
linear rise time, the current was switched off just below 60◦C not to
damage the chip.
One test has been performed in high vacuum with the subchip attached
to a stainless steal flange heat sink.
• Running 50 A through the H-structure in a Z-configuration yield a
short-term rise time (temperature measured in the centre of the sub-
chip) of
τ = 750 s±30 s .
The long-term rise was nearly linear with a linear rise time coefficient
of 23 s /K±3 s /K from a temperature of 66◦C onwards. The current
was switched off just below 120◦C
The tests show that the chip is able to take a lot of heat produced by
the currents run through it in various fashions without heating up to a
destructive temperature. Even under vacuum condition, rise times are
comparable to those in air, indicating the huge heat-sinking capabilities of
the subchip.
Vacuum Issues
The sub-chip is made mostly out of low-out-gassing materials and in normal
operation, however MOT-lifetime measurements show a lifetime of only 6 s.
Also a pressure rise to a maximum value of 4 × 10−8 Torr can be observed
when the gradient coils are switched on. We attribute this to the Kapton R©
insulation of the gradient coil wire. With regular baking (current left on
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over night) we were able to bring the pressure down to 1.5 × 10−9 Torr and
falling through 11 weeks of baking at 60◦C when running 5 A through each
of the coils and through the H-structure.
Mechanical Integrity
Apart from thermal degradation of the individual materials of the sub-
chip, a change in temperature has another effect on this compound system.
The different materials have different thermal expansion coefficients, hence
expand relative to each other to different extents. The shear stress between
the bonded layers of the sub-chip can lead to deformation or, in the worst
case, de-lamination of layers.
Although the chip reached temperatures of up to 60 ◦C in the temper-
ature tests, we wanted to push it further. Since the acrylate coating of the
fibres is the material with the lowest degradation temperature of 140 ◦C,
this seems to be a good level for a test. The sub-chip was placed in an
oven and in 10 minutes heated from room temperature up to 143 ◦C. The
oven was then switched off and the door opened to bring the chip back to
room temperature brutally. No active cooling was applied. An inspection
showed no damage or other impairment to the mechanical integrity of the
chip.
In this test, the temperature was increased near-homogeneously through-
out the sub-chip. And that proved to be fine. On the other hand, tempera-
ture gradients may still have an impact because in this case not only different
materials, but also different parts of the chip expand differently. However,
the quick distribution of heat through the copper block and the huge heat
capacity of the stainless steel flange prevent these gradients from increasing
with increasing number of experimental runs. In other words: if the chip
survives the first run, it should the next and so forth.
Magnetic Tests
For the magnetic test Hall probes type LakeShore MNA-1904-VH and MNT-
4E04-VH were used. Moving the centre region of the H-structure of the
sub-chip along the probe, stray field gradients of less than 300µT /m were
measured.
To check whether the subchip or any components thereof show magneti-
sation, a 5 mT permanent magnet was moved in the vicinity of the sub-chip
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more than 10 times. Subsequently, a current of 80 A was cycled through the
bias wires at a period of 1 s. In between and after the two field applications
the relative magnetic field change across the centre region of the sub-chip
was measured. Both cases showed neither hysteresis effects nor remnant
fields (less than 1µT).
With a current of 6 A running through each of the gradient coils, the
magnetic field along their common axis was measured. The gradient was
measured to be 78 ± 26 mT /m at the point in between the coils, which is
in agreement with the expected value (from the geometry and current) of
94 ± 9 mT /m. The huge error here comes from the error of positioning the
Hall probe to measure the field strength.
Due to the dimensions of commercial Hall probes, it is challenging to
measure the field created by the bias wires and theH-structure 0.5 mm from
the sub-chip surface. Thus, only one point was taken at an effective distance
of 4.3 mm from the sub-chip surface with a current of 80 A running through
each bias wire in the same direction. A field of 5.61±0.02 mT was measured
in good agreement with the expected value3 of 5.5 ± 0.5 mT.
4.3.2 Waveguide Chip
Light Transmission
To measure the light transmitted by the waveguide chip we wetted the tip
of a cleaved single-mode optical fibre with the epoxy Epotek R©353ND [91].
Subsequently, the fibre is moved such that the coupling into the waveguide
mode is maximised. Then an incandescent lamp underneath the waveguide
chip is switched on to bring the temperature of the chip up slowly. The
connection is optimised at the curing temperature of the epoxy used. Again
due the different materials involved, we expect the coupling efficiency from
the fibre into the waveguide (and vice versa) to decrease when the chip
cools down and parts start moving relative to others. Hence we check if the
temperature change the chip goes through has a reversible or permanent
influence on the transmission efficiency.
In this test the sub-chip with connected waveguide chip is placed on a
150 W halogen lamp. With this lamp, the temperature is cycled between
30 ◦C and 85 ◦C. The transmission for each waveguide pair is recorded. We
3The uncertainty of the expected value stems from the positional uncertainty of the
measurement which was put into a Radia calculation of the chip geometry.
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can observe that in this temperature window the transmission recovers fully
within a temperature cycle. However, there seems to be a small hysteresis
effect.
Polarisation
The fibres used throughout the system are non-polarisation maintaining,
so are the optical feedthroughs used. Due to their short length, though,
depolarising effects should be small and are mainly due to stress in the
air-side fibres. Measuring the polarisation fidelity with circular polarised
light is 75%, i.e. if right-handed light is sent in a mixture of 75% right- and
25% left-handed light is measured at the output. If we could servo the input
polarisation, i.e. lock the polarisation to a fixed value, more than 90% pure
circular polarisation could be detected at the output. Linear polarised light
remains 75% linearly polarised. However the axis is arbitrarily rotated.
Polarisation drifts on time scales shorter than 10 minutes are less than 5%.
Although these tests tell us little about the state of the light inside the
trench of the waveguide chip, we gain insight into overall polarisation
performance of the system. Polarisation dependent measurements should
be possible.
Waveguide Cross Talk
Cross talk between waveguides is mainly due to scattered light at the inter-
face between fibre and waveguide. The light travels through the silica layer
and some is coupled into the waveguides. By sending light into one waveg-
uide pair and measuring the output at a second the cross talk was measured
to be on the order of 10−3. Cross talk between adjacent waveguides via the
trench is negligible.
Etalon Effects
Although the waveguide chip was not designed for cavity-QED experi-
ments, reflections at the interfaces of the optical system cause etalon effects.
This leads to a modulation of the transmitted light as a function of fre-
quency. Measuring this yields modulation of 4% amplitude at a frequency
of about 1.1 GHz identified with the fibre feedthroughs of length 90 mm,
and another modulation of 1% amplitude at a frequency of about 150 MHz
identified with the the in-vacuum fibres of length 600 mm.
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4.4 Future Improvements
In the end, the final design of the atom chip emerges from a process of
test, result analysis and conclusion. For many features of the sub-chip (and
the entire setup, at that) initial reason can get lost, or new ones emerge.
This section tries to summarise a few changes to possibly improve certain
aspects of this experiment. In this context some things are mentioned that
went wrong for others not to make the same mistakes again.
Gradient Coils
The only source of out-gassing and therefore the present limit for cloud
life time are the gradient coils. The H-structure on the chip allows for a
U-MOT. Hence, if we can show that we can manage to load the magnetic
trap efficiently right from the U-MOT, the next version of the chip will not
require in-vacuum coils.
Apart from the out-gassing issue, removing the outer coil would open
up even more optical access which in the direction of the waveguides is
currently limited by the small window in the outer coil support. Removing
the inner coil and not cutting the corresponding pocket would allow for
even better heat sinking.
Feedthroughs and Fibre Connections
The fibre feedthroughs were specified to have only −0.3 dB attenuation, but
we measured a loss of about −3 dB = 50%. They are also fairly expensive
(about £300 for one connected piece) and we already detected a small leak
in one of the welding seams. Using connector feedthroughs has certainly
its advantages, but compared to the Swagelok R©-ferrule technique [92, 93]
routinely used in many cold-atoms experiments, the disadvantages prevail.
Not only do the fibre splints used to align and connect the fibres to
the waveguide chip limit the camera window we have along this import
detection direction, but also the the outer gradient coil support. The gra-
dient coils could be replaced by a large Ustructure underneath the current
carrying structure to form a MOT. Future splints can be manufactured to
be only a few 100µm tall stretching across the sub-chip to the waveguides,
but with a flag at the far end to hold them in the micro-positioning stage.
This way, no part of the chip surface is blocked from view. Also, of course,
better handling the standard V-groove blocks would be advantageous.
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Temperature
Instead of gluing thermocouples to the chip surface, a hole can be drilled
at interesting points and a couple inserted. Going in another direction,
one could calibrate a 4-wire resistance measurement of one of the electrical
structures on the chip. In other words have two electrical feedthroughs
touch the connection of theH-structure and measure the voltage drop across
them.
No Ceramic
The ceramic is a remnant of the idea of using thermally (and electrically)
conductive epoxy (Epotek R©H27D) to bond the structured layer to the heat
sink block. In this case, an insulation layer between the two is necessary.
Although the type of epoxy used changed to a non-conductive sort, the
ceramic tile stayed and became the embedding for the bias wires.
It may be considered to omit a ceramic in the next version of the sub-
chip. The bias wires can be replaced with an insulated type and placed
directly into the copper heat sink. The structured layer can be insulated
by the epoxy. However, note that the thermal conductivity of aluminium
nitrate ceramic is up to 1000 times higher than that of Kapton R©. To have the
same performance as the 2 mm thick ceramic a Kapton R© sheet no thicker
than 2µm should be used.
Replace screw on connections
To tap holes into aluminium nitride is easy because it is very soft. But
because it is soft, the grub screws come out equally easy when applying too
much pressure to the nuts. In turn, pressure in needed to make good and
low contact resistance connection. So what to do apart from revisiting the
entire connection design. The idea here is to use flat head screws instead
of grub screws and bury the heads in the sub-chip material. To prevent
electrical connection to the copper the head can be either surrounded with
insulating material, e.g. Kapton R©), or pulled up against the structured layer
(or the ceramic if still in use) whilst gluing. The head sticks out into the
clearance hole (see step (1) in section 4.2.2) and is covered with insulating
epoxy. This second idea is tricky but one might give it a try.
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Chapter 5
The Waveguide Chip:
Atoms in the Trench
This thesis is about the waveguide chip as a new device to probe atoms.
As a first demonstration, we have released cold atoms into the trench to
measure the sensitivity of the waveguide chip system and to demonstrate
the basics of its operation.
This chapter first investigates the properties of the detection system and
subsequently describes the experimental sequence used to launch the atoms
into the trench. The interaction of the atoms with light passing through a
waveguide pair leads to the first ever signal of cold atoms with a monolithic
waveguide device. We measure the spectral response of the atoms in the
trench and infer the intensity and polarisation of the light traversing the
trench.
Furthermore, we compare the 4 possible detection routes through the
chip with the two different waveguide pairs present and we show that the
waveguide chip can also pick up light scattered by atoms in the trench when
excited by a resonant beam of light shone into the trench from outside.
5.1 Detection System
As previously described in chapter 3 the detection system comprises a
single photon counting avalanche-photo-diode (APD) in front of which we
can place neutral density filters. One fibre coming from the waveguide
chip is connected to this APD and its light is focussed onto it. We assume
that our counting system falls into the category of non-paralyseable (type
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I) detectors. This means that each photon event is followed by a dead time
of length τdead in which the detector will not record any other events. In
other words, if a photon is recorded at time t, then any arrival in the interval
[t, t + τdead] is not recorded1.
In the dark, the APD generates random counts that follow a Poisson
distribution. The number of dark counts is specified to be below 100 counts
per second [84], however, together with the ambient light reaching the
detector we measure 130 counts per second. In any case, the dark counts
and ambient light can be neglected.
The typical dead time of the APD is specified with τdead = 32 ns (40 ns
max) [84]. Now, since no photons are recorded during the dead time, we
expect the measured photon rate nrecorded to be smaller than the actual rate of
photons nincident incident on the detector. The effect is small for nincident ≪
1/τdead (linear regime of the detector) but becomes more prominent for
increasing nincident. In the following we have a look at how to correct
nrecorded to calculate nincident.
5.1.1 Corrections
Let us assume that in a time interval Trecorded the detector records Nrecorded
photons. Now the real number of incident photons, which we refer to as
Nincident is Nrecorded plus the number of photons arriving while the detector
is refreshing,
Nincident = Nrecorded + Ndeadtime.
Now the total time the detector is unresponsive is just the number of
recorded counts times the deadtime Nrecorded · τdead, and the total number
of photons arriving in that time that are not counted is this time multi-
plied by the incident photon rate Nincident/Trecorded where Trecorded is the
measurement duration. Combining this yields
Nincident = Nrecorded +
Nincident
Trecorded
·Nrecorded · τdead.
Solving this for Nincident and recasting in rates nincident = Nincident/Trecorded
and nrecorded = Nrecorded/Trecorded we find [95]
nincident =
nrecorded
1 − nrecorded · τdead . (5.1)
1In detectors of type II a dead time interval is triggered every time a photon hits the
detector, even if it is still in a dead time phase. Due to this behaviour, this type is also called
paralysable [94].
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Expressing the above equation in terms of power incident on the detector
yields
PAPD =
hc
ληqe
· nrecorded
1 − nrecorded · τdead . (5.2)
Here λ is the wavelength of the probe light, ηqe is the quantum efficiency,
and τdead is the dead time of the detector – in our case ηqe ≈ 0.5 and
τdead = 32 ns. Thus, a baseline count rate of nrecorded = 7.8 counts per µs
corresponds to an actual power incident on the APD of PAPD = 5.3 pW.
5.1.2 Shot-Noise Limit
Because we are dealing with coherent light of constant intensities over the
time intervals we are interested in, we expect the temporal distribution
of photon arrivals to obey Poisson statistics. In a Poissonian process, the
variance Var (n) is equal to the average count rate n. Including the effect
of the dead time, the expected variance of the recorded number of photons
expressed in terms of the incident rate is [94]
Var (nrecorded) =
nincident
(1 + nincident · τdead)3 . (5.3)
This formula states that the measured variance is always smaller than the
expected variance nrecorded. This can be understood in viewing the short
paralysis of the detector on every incident photon acting as a low pass filter
for times between two photons shorter that the dead time. With increasing
nincident the measured variance passes through a maximum and decreases
further. With ever increasing number of incident photons, the time between
the end of the paralysis phase and the next recorded event tends to zero. The
recorded events appear in a more ordered fashion, therefore the variance
tends to zero as well.
Inserting equation 5.1 into equation 5.3 and solving for the variance of
the recorded values as a function of nrecorded yields
Var (nrecorded) = nrecorded · (1 − nrecorded · τdead)2 . (5.4)
This result is very helpful, because it lets us validate whether technical
noise sources are negligible and the signals we record are indeed shot noise
limited.
To show this we measure 20 sample data sets of 10000 points each at
11 different light intensities. We calculate the mean and variance of each
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Figure 5.1: Plot of the variance of the mean count rate of an intensity
measurement Var (nrecorded) (blue) versus the measured count rate nrecorded
itself. The lines are theory curves for shot noise (green) and dead-time-
corrected shot noise (red) for a value of τdead = 32 ns.
set and plot Var (nrecorded) versus nrecorded as shown in figure 5.1. The
variance of the data points is well below the (green) line showing sub-
Poissonian fluctuations. However, plotting equation 5.4 (red) and thus
including correction for dead time effects fits the data (blue) very well. The
value of maximum variance is reached at a value of nmax = 1/2τdead ≈
1.6 × 107 counts per second. The maximum measurable variance for this
value of τdead is Var (nmax) = 4/27τdead ≈ 4.6 × 106 counts per second.
Beyond this point, the detector is oversaturated.
To express the variance of the incident photon rate, i.e. the variance
of the incident power PAPD of equation 5.2, in terms of the variance of the
measured photon rate, we need to find a solution to the equation 5.3 with
nincident substituted by Var (nincident),
Var (nrecorded) =
Var (nincident)
(1 + Var (nincident) · τdead)3 .
The solution to this equation is not a function but yields two solutions
(for nincident > 0). Which solution is applicable depends on the value of
nincident (whether nincident is greater or less than nmax). Instead, because of
this ambiguity, and because we have shown that our detection system is
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indeed shot noise limited, i.e. on average Var (nincident) = nincident, we use
equation 5.1 as estimator for nincident. To specify the relative error on this
estimate we using the square root of equation 5.4 and divide by nrecorded,
σn,recorded
nrecorded
=
√
Var (nrecorded)
nrecorded
=
1 − nrecorded · τdead√
nrecorded
. (5.5)
5.2 Moving Atoms into the Trench
Every experimental sequence starts by cooling and collecting rubidium
87 atoms from a room-temperature vapour with the LVIS. The pre-cooled
atoms are then transferred to the MOT which is located about 3 mm from the
chip surface, where the peak atom density is 1016 m−3 and the temperature
is 100µK. Loading atoms into the MOT typically takes 3 seconds. Once
the atoms are loaded we can execute different sequences to measure the
number of atoms in the MOT, or throw the atoms towards the trench and
measure them via absorption of probe light or fluorescence. Let us first
concentrate on how to move the atoms into the trench.
With the MOT light switched-on we ramp the shim field component
pointing in the x-direction Bx from the value where the centre of the MOT is
at a distance of about 3 mm from the chip, to a place where the centre of the
MOT lies within or very close to within the trench. The positioning of the
centre in the y- and z-direction is not very critical because the dimension
of the cloud is much larger than the dimension of the trench. For a typical
measurement, we do not change the remaining components of the shim
field By and Bz.
The setup allows for a sequence cycle time of less than 4 s and for any
measurement it is possible to specify a set of values for a parameter that
we want to scan over. A number of sequences are run with randomized
order of the value set for the given parameter. In addition, an associated
control measurement without atoms (the quadrupole coils of the MOT are
switched-off) is recorded, as well as an absorption measurement of the
MOT at the start of each set to monitor the atom number throughout the
sequences. This ensures that the data for all parameters is subject to equal
long-term drifts of the apparatus, e.g. atom number or probe laser power,
on time scales of more than one minute.
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5.3 Absorption Measurement
Let us try to understand what is happening in the trench when atoms are
introduced into the light field. The scattering rate of one atom in the trench
(in cylindrical coordinates) for resonant light is given by [61]
R(r, z) =
s(r, z)
1 + s(r, z)
· Γ
2
, (5.6)
with the transition linewidth (FWHM) Γ. The saturation parameter,
s(r, z) = s0 · w0w(z)e
−2r2/w2(z),
is included here in its explicit position dependent form. It comprises the
polar coordinates r and z as well as the waist w0 of the beam and the 1/e-field
radius
w(z) = w0
(
1 +
( z
zR
)2)1/2
,
with the Rayleigh range
zR =
piw20
λ
.
This dependence is inherited from the definition as the ratio of local intensity
and the saturation intensity parameter
s(r, z) =
I(r, z)
Isat
with s0 = s(r = 0, z = 0) the saturation parameter on axis immediately at the
exit from the first waveguide. If we assume an atom number distribution
of ρ(r, z) inside the trench we can calculate the total light power scattered
by the atoms,
Pscattered =
hc
λ0
· 2pi
L∫
0
dz
∞∫
0
dr r · R(r, z) · ρ(r, z).
Let us here make a simplification and assume ρ(r, z) = ρ = const.2 and
express the power
Pscattered =
hc
λ0
· Γ
2
· ρ · S
2This assumption is valid for a cloud of atoms pushed at the trench. It breaks down for
a trapped sample of atoms.
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with the scattering integral
S = 2pi
L∫
0
dz
∞∫
0
dr · r · s(r, z)
1 + s(r, z)
.
Now we want to relate this to the total power traversing the trench. The
power in the trench is approximately, i.e. neglecting the divergence of the
beam3,
Ptrench =
1
2
piw20 · I0 =
1
2
piw20 · s0Isat,
where I0 = I(r = 0, z = 0) = s0Isat is the intensity on axis [96]. The relative
absorption A of the light by the atoms is just the ratio of the scattered and
total power,
A =
Pscattered
Ptrench
=
hc
λ0
· Γ · ρ0
piw20 · Isat
· S
s0
.
At low saturation we can take the limit,
lim
s0→ 0
S
s0
≈ 1
2
piw20L,
to approximate the integral, which is just the mode volume across the trench.
With this result we can write the relative absorption as
A =
hc
λ
· ΓL
2Isat
· ρ.
Hence for an atom number density of ρ = 1016 m−3 and a saturation inten-
sity4 of Isat = 24.3 pW /µm2 we expect a peak absorption signal of A = 3.2%.
5.3.1 Technique
To measure the absorption of probe light we add the following to the se-
quence that moves the atoms as discussed above. First, probe light is sent
through the fibres, through the waveguide chip trench, and collected by the
opposite waveguide. This light is then sent to the APD. The acquisition is
set to take samples of APD-counts over a time of 80 ms at variable sample
rates. The shim field ramp is started after 18 ms and ends after another
12 ms. Right after the ramp, the MOT light is switched-off. This is when
3This approximation is good since the Rayleight range of the light in the trench is with
about 19µm well outside the opposite side of the trench.
4The given value Isat is for a randomly chosen light polarisation for each experimental
cycle. See section 5.3.3 below for a detailed derivation of this value.
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Figure 5.2: Plot of the laser power transmitted through a waveguide pair
(#9) to the APD detector. The dip in power shows the atoms blocking about
2.6% of the probe light power.
we expect the atoms to start arriving in the trench and blocking part of the
probe light, forming a dip in the recorded transmitted light. 60 ms into the
acquired signal, the probe light is switched-off to gather information about
the ambient light and noise of the detection system.
An example of a signal is shown in figure 5.2 where we launched atoms
at about v = 0.4 m / s into the trench. The light beams from the waveguides
diverge only slightly as they cross the trench. With w, the 1/e-radius of the
electric field, growing from w = w0 = 2.2µm to w = 2.8µm over a width of
the trench of L = 16µm. Hence, each atom crosses the light mode in about
7µs, whilst scattering up to 130 photons.
Each experimental measurement records two sets of data points, Ni(t),
for the signals with atoms and N(c)i (t) for the control measurements without
atoms, where the index i spans over the number of experiments, and t over
the number of data points in each set. In a first step, the sets are summed
up to increase the signal-to-noise ratio to above 1,
S(t) =
∑
i
Ni(t) and S(c)(t) =
∑
i
N(c)i (t).
In the first part of the data, the time interval [t0, t1], the MOT light is still
on, as well as the probe light. In the second part, the time interval [t1, t2], is
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the part where the probe light is still on but the MOT light is switched-off.
In the third part, the time interval [t2, t3], the background light and dark
counts are recorded. This last part is not directly used in the signal analysis
but as a diagnostic and discrimination tool. The contribution of the MOT
light is calculated by taking the difference of the mean values of first and
second part of the control measurement,
N(MOT) =
t1∫
t0
dt S(c)(t) −
t2∫
t1
dt S(c)(t).
Subsequently, this contribution of the MOT light to the total signal is sub-
tracted from the first part of the data,
S(t)→ S(t) −N(MOT) · χ(t)
and
S(c)(t)→ S(c)(t) −N(MOT) · χ(t),
where χ(t) signifies the characteristic function,
χ(t) =
 1 t0 ≤ t ≤ t10 else.
We can further normalize the data and thus express it in the form of a
relative transmission,
T(t) = S(t) ·

t2∫
t0
dt S(c)(t)

−1
.
The integral is taken instead of point-wise normalising the data to avoid
increasing the noise. In a last step we transform the data into relative
absorption for simplicity,
A(t) = 1 − T(t).
Finally, to assign a value p to the relative absorption of the measurement
we consider the data and select a time interval [t′, t′′] and integrate the data
over this interval,
p =
t′′∫
t′
dt A(t).
Typically, this interval is 2 ms long and t′ ' t1. In the case of measuring
the relative absorption whilst scanning a parameter, the above process is
applied to each measurement set.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the absorption spectrum of the atom-waveguide-detector-
system. The data in form of relative absorption signal for different values
of the laser frequency detuning from resonance is superimposed with a
Lorentzian fit that yields a linewidth of 7.9 ± 0.4 MHz. Error bars give 1σ
statistical uncertainties for Poissonian light with detector dead time.
5.3.2 Probe Frequency
If we return to equation 5.6 and write it down for the case of non-resonant
light,
R(r, z) =
s(r, z)
1 + s(r, z) + (2∆/Γ)2
· Γ
2
,
we note the direct dependence of the scattering rate R on the probe laser
frequency detuning ∆ = ωprobe−ω0, with the atomic transition frequency ν0.
For this measurement the probe frequency νprobe is scanned by varying the
frequency of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) which drives an acousto-
optical modulator (AOM). 210 cycles per detuning value were taken and
the data processed as outlined in section 5.3.1 with an integration time of
t′′ − t′ = 2 ms. The resulting transition line including a Lorentzian fit is
shown in figure 5.3 with a linewidth (FWHM) of
Γmeasured = 2pi × (7.9 ± 0.4) MHz
The error bars give 1σ statistical uncertainties (c.f. equation 5.5). The
line broadening, as compared to the value of the natural linewidth of Γ =
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Figure 5.4: Saturation Curve. For varying intensities the relative absorption
is measured and plotted against the power incident on the detector. The
solid line is a theoretical curve taking into account the spatial variation of
light within the trench and optical pumping of the atoms. Error bars give
1σ statistical uncertainties for Poissonian light with detector dead time.
2pi × 6.1 MHz [79] most likely stems from a combination of laser frequency
jitter (estimated to be around 1 MHz), and Zeeman shifts of different atomic
magnetic sublevels in a magnetic background field (inferred to be less than
0.05 mT).
5.3.3 Probe Intensity
The atomic scattering rate is directly intensity dependent. By using cali-
brated neutral density filters and varying the probe laser power by chang-
ing the rf power sent into the AOM we are able to span almost 3 orders of
magnitude of intensity in this measurement. A number between 160 and
1400 cycles per detuning value were taken5 and the data processed, again
according to section 5.3.1 with an integration time of t′′ − t′ = 2 ms.
Figure 5.4 shows the relative absorption as a function of inferred power
on the detector PAPD. Superimposed on the data points we fit a saturation
5Here we decided to take a higher number of sample cycles for lower intensities to
account for the relatively higher noise that presents itself at lower incident photon numbers.
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function of the form
A(PAPD) =
A(PAPD → 0)
1 + PAPD/Psat
,
with a given value for the saturation intensity of Isat = 22.4 pW /µm2, which
is derived below and A(PAPD → 0) as a fit parameter. The error bars on the
data points give 1σ statistical uncertainties (c.f. equation 5.5). We see good
agreement between the measurement and theory, which indicates that we
understand in this respect the interaction between the atoms and the light
in the trench.
Let us have a closer look at the saturation intensity for the experiments
we performed so far. The polarisation exiting the fibres may drift due
to thermal and mechanical fluctuations in the fibres. So unless we make
an extra effort to maintain polarisation, we can assume that all mixtures
of right- and left-handed light are present during the experiment. The
corresponding intensities are I+ for right- and I− for left-handed light. The
light intensity I experienced by one atom in the trench can be expressed in
the form
I = I+ + I−,
with I+ = X · I and I− = (1 − X) · I controlled by a splitting parameter X,
0 ≤ X ≤ 1. In other words, a fraction X of the intensity is right-handed light
and a fraction (1−X) is left-handed light. We expect optical pumping into the
extremal mF states to occur, increasing the effective scattering as compared
to an equal state distribution. The transitions we are looking at are between
the hyperfine levels |F = 2,mF〉 (5 levels) and |F′ = 3,m′F = mF + q〉 (7 levels).
The Einstein coefficients of these transitions are
A(mF,q) = Γ · (2F′ + 1) ·
 F′ 1 F−(mF + q) q mF
2
and
B(mF,q) =
2σ0
}ω0
·
 F′ 1 F−(mF + q) q mF
2 ,
where q = 0,±1 denotes the change in mF for the transition. q = −1 for left-
handed q = 0 for linear, and q = +1 for right-handed light polarisation. The
inclusion of the Wigner 3j-symbols governs the relative transition strengths
between the hyperfine levels. A(mF,q) is the relative strength to relax from
an exited state mF to a ground state mF + q. B(mF,q) is the relative strength to
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excite a ground state mF to an exited state mF + q, and for an for an exited
state mF to relax to a ground state mF + q. A(mF,q) is normalised so that the
total decay rate into all sublevels is Γ,
1∑
q=−1
A(mF,q) = Γ.
We express the population of the ground and exited state Zeeman levels
for mF by N
(mF)
g and N
(mF)
e . The 12 rate equations for the system are then
N˙(mF)g =
 1∑
q=−1
N(mF−q)e · A(mF−q,q)
 +
∑
q=±1
(
N(mF+q)e −N(mF)g
)
· B(mF,q) · Iq

and
N˙(mF)e =
∑
q=±1
(
N(mF−q)g −N(mF)e
)
· B(mF−q,q) · Iq
 −
N(mF)e · 1∑
q=−1
A(mF,q)
 ,
with mF ∈ {−2 . . . 2} for N˙(mF)g and mF ∈ {−3 . . . 3} for N˙(mF)e . Note, that we are
not including excitations and stimulated emission by pi-polarised light.
To find the steady state solutions to the state populations we set N˙(mF)g =
N˙(mF)e = 0 and solve the coupled system of equations for N
(mF)
g and N
(mF)
e .
With the solutions we can now write an expression for the total scattering
rate in steady state for a given right-handed light fraction X,
Γ
(X)
sc = I ·
2∑
mF=−2
N(mF)g
(
X · B(mF,+1) + (1 − X) · B(mF,−1)
)
,
where we approximate the intensity with the saturation intensity I = Isat.
For the absorption spectrum and intensity measurements the value of X
changed randomly from cycle to cycle and we assume all values are equally
probable. In this case we can find an effective scattering rate by taking the
mean over all X values,
Γsc,eff = Γ
(X)
sc .
The value of saturation intensity for can be found by comparison with the
minimum value for pure right- or left-handed light with a value of
I(1)sat =
pihc
3λ30
Γ = 16.7 W /m2
we find an effective saturation intensity of
Isat,eff =
Γ
(1)
sc
Γsc,eff
· I(1)sat = Isat,eff = 24.3 W /m2 .
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Figure 5.5: Zeeman-split absorption spectrum. When pure left-handed light
(red) is coupled into the input fibre the Zeeman shift is almost −µBB/h. The
green line is a theory obtained by summing over all the Zeeman components
of the spectrum. This fit tells us that (85 ± 3)% of the power in the trench
is still in the left-handed mode. For right-handed light (blue) the shifts are
opposite. The fit to these points gives (81±3)% of power in the right handed
mode. Error bars give 1σ statistical uncertainties for Poissonian light with
detector dead time.
5.3.4 Probe Polarisation
The prior measurements have been done with random polarisation from
shot to shot. To measure the polarisation of the light with the atoms we use
the fact that the Zeeman shift depends on the atomic magnetic sublevel,
i.e. the frequency of the atomic transition depends on the polarisation of
the atom, the light and the magnetic field. With a magnetic field along the
propagation direction the quantisation axis of the atomic magnetic sublevels
is along that direction. Hence, any light polarisation state can be described
by a superposition of left- and right-handed light states.
In respect to the polarisation maintaining qualities of the waveguide
chip system, we find that light prepared with positive helicity retains typi-
cally 87% of its power in that mode after traversing the system6. This value
6This is provided the fibres are securely held.
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was measured using standard polarisation optics, such as quarter wave
plates (λ/4), half wave plates (λ/2), and polarising beam splitters (PBS).
We apply a magnetic field of 0.78 mT along the direction of propagation
by running a current of 8 A through the bias wires buried under the subchip.
The current is switched-on when the MOT light is switched-off. A number
of 30 cycles per probe frequency value were taken and the data processed
as outlined in section 5.3.1 with an integration time of t′′− t′ = 2 ms starting
2 ms after light off to leave time for eddy currents to ease off.
Figure 5.5 shows the relative absorption of the light against the nor-
malised frequency shift in the presence of the applied magnetic field for
input light of positive (open circles) and negative (filled circles) helicity.
The expected Zeeman shift on this |F = 2〉 → |F′ = 3〉 transition is ±µBB/h
as expected by theory.
The data is fitted with 10 Lorentzian functions, one for each possible
transition. The relative amplitude of each transition is weighted with its
ground state population. The free parameters in the fit are X, the fraction
of right-handed light, and the total intensity I. If the light enters the system
with positive helicity, it goes through the trench with X = (85±3)% positive
helicity. Left-handed light goes through the trench retaining (1 − X) =
(81 ± 3)% negative helicity.
5.3.5 More Channels
So far, we only took measurements using one waveguide pair sending the
light through the chip in one direction. However, there are two working
waveguide pairs, #9 and #10 (compare figure 4.2 on page 53), producing
4 possible directions of detection, and we would like to now how their
performance compares to the one used so far. The saturation measurement
of section 5.3.3 was repeated to determine the trench-to-detector efficiency
for each of the 4 possibilities and compare it to the directly measured values.
Measuring waveguide #9 and sending the light from, say, the left7
waveguide, we measure an efficiency of about 18% ± 5%. Measuring the
same waveguide from the other, the right, waveguide, we measure an ef-
ficiency of again about 18% ± 5%. Multiplying the two to get an estimate
for the total transmission efficiency yields a value of 3% ± 2%, which is
fully compatible with the measurement of directly calibrated transmission
efficiency of 4.5% found in chapter 4.
7Only to give the direction the light is sent through a label.
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The corresponding values for waveguide #10 are roughly 5% ± 2% and
less than 1% ± 2% (nearly no signal was seen at all), yielding 0.1% ± 0.1%
which again agrees with the directly measured total transmission efficiency
of 0.02%. We indeed have a multichannel device at hand, although with
largely varying performance.
5.4 Fluorescence Measurement
In addition to utilizing the absorption of probe light by the atoms we can
count their number within the junction by measuring their fluorescence
into the waveguides. We tested this idea by moving atoms as outlined
above almost into the trench, then turning on an intense excitation beam
and detecting the fluorescence collected by the waveguide. We estimate the
expected rate hitting the detector as follows.
The number of atoms is the light mode volume in front of each waveg-
uide is this volume times the density ρ of the atoms, piw20Lρ, where w0 =
2.2µm is the mode size and L = 16µm the width of the trench. Each atom
fluoresces at a rate up to Γ/2 = 2pi · 3.03 MHz. The waveguide accepts only
the light emitted into the solid angle piw20/4pi(L/2)
2 ≈ 2%. In total, the peak
fluorescence arriving at the detector is approximated by
F = Γ
ρpiw40η
2L
,
where η ≈ 8.5% accounts for transmission loss and detector quantum inef-
ficiency. For an assumed atom number density of ρ = 1016 m−3 we expect
thus a peak fluorescence of F = 73 counts per ms.
5.4.1 Technique
Similar to absorption measurement technique, we load atoms in a MOT.
18 ms after starting the data acquisition the atoms are moved towards the
trench by ramping the shim fields. However, no probe light is sent through
the waveguides to the detector. Instead the APD is measuring the ambient
background light. Subsequently, 29 ms after start of detection an intense,
resonant beam is switched-on. The direction of this beam is aligned per-
pendicular to the chip surface to impinge upon the centre of the waveguide
chip and right into the trench. This beam pushes the atoms fast into the
trench and is scattered into all directions by the atoms. While the atoms
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Figure 5.6: Fluorescence signal collected by the waveguide and detected on
an APD. This plot shows the averaged data of 34 shots. The measurement
of the peak signal agrees very well with the estimated fluorescence of 73
counts per millisecond, indicating that the fluorescence detection methods
works well in our device.
are in the mode volume of the waveguides, a part of this light enters the
waveguide and travels down to the APD. Hence, we expect a short peak
against the ambient light to appear in the signal. The peak width of 200µs
indicates a speed of the atoms of approximately 4 m / s. A further 60 ms
into the signal acquisition, the fluorescence beam is switched-off to gather
information about the ambient light and noise of the detection system.
5.4.2 Results
If we take a fluorescence measurement without atoms, the ambient light
comprises mainly of the MOT light that is coupled into the fibres at differ-
ent locations in the chamber. This light produces a background of about
10 counts per millisecond (compared to the 0.065 counts per second back-
ground from other sources). At 29 ms the MOT light is switched-off and
the fluorescence beam switched-on, resulting in a change in ambient light
to the fluorescence beam background level.
What is measured when adding atoms is shown in figure 5.6. The plot
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is produced by averaging the data of 34 experimental cycles. We can clearly
see the fluorescence signal on the APD rising out of the ambient background
to the expected peak value when the excitation beam is turned on. Such
good agreement shows that the waveguide indeed collects more than 1% of
the fluorescence from atoms within the volume of the junction, making this
another practical way to count the atoms, especially since measuring with
this method, as compared to an absorption measurement, takes far fewer
experimental cycles to reach the same signal-to-noise ratio.
Summary
To summarise, we detected cold atoms at a density of 10−2 µm−3. We
roughly calculate the light mode volume between two waveguides as
2.5µm2 ·16µm = 100µm2 .
Here we have taken the mean of beam waist and 1/e-radius across the trench
to form a box across the length of the trench. Multiplying this volume with
the measured density, we see that on average one atom per channel is
residing in the detection light mode. This has been measured with a new
kind of chip using absorption and fluorescence techniques. Subsequently,
we utilised atoms to diagnose the polarisation and intensity of light within
the waveguide chip trench.
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Chapter 6
Photon-Shot-Noise-Limited
Detection
This chapter takes a look at the interaction between atoms in a Bose-Einstein
condensate brought inside the waveguide chip and the light as it is sent
through the waveguide chip. In particular, non-destructive methods are
discussed which minimise spontaneous emission that leads to heating and
destruction of a sample condensate. Non-destructive methods are vital if
one is to measure fast dynamics in condensates by reducing the sensitivity
of the measurement, if possible down to the shot-noise limit [97, 98]. Non-
destructive measurements have been successfully demonstrated on atom
clouds [99–101] and even single atoms [102].
6.1 Light-Matter Interaction
Figure 6.1 shows a model of the geometry of the initial problem. The light
travels along the x-axis. It intersects the condensate, which is smaller than
the light profile along the y-axis and larger along the z-axis.
6.1.1 Condensate Density
A condensate can only form inside a trapping potential. Thus, we must
handle the shape of this trap as a parameter. We assume that the trap is
harmonic with cylindrical symmetry specified by radial and axial oscillation
frequencies ωr and ωa, respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Model of cloud and light geometry. The shape of the condensate
(blue) is parametrised by r0 and z0. Its density ρ is a parabolic profile. The
light beam (red) along the x-axis has a Gaussian electric field profile with
waist w0.
In the Thomas-Fermi limit1 a condensate can be described by a cloud with
parabolic density profile along all three axes2,
ρ(r, z) = ρmax
1 − r2r20 − z
2
z20
 ,
with a peak atom density ρmax at the centre. The values for the equatorial
radius r0 and polar radius z0 are given by the size of the ground state wave
function and can be calculated from the oscillation frequencies, mass of the
atomic species mRb and chemical potential µ of the cloud by [3]
r0 =
√
2µ
mRbωr
and z0 =
√
2µ
mRbωa
.
The surface of the cloud has the geometry of a prolate spheroid for r0 < z0.
1We remember that in this limit of strong inter-atomic interaction the kinetic energy term
in the Gross-Pitaevskii equation is neglected, leading to parabolic density profile in case of
a harmonic trap [3].
2Note that the domain of ρ, as of all the functional properties of the condensate, is not
all space but only the volume Vbec of the cloud.
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The number of atoms in the condensate Natoms can be calculated by
integrating ρ over the volume of the condensate,
Natoms =
$
Vbec
dV ρ(r, z) =
2pi∫
0
dφ

z0∫
−z0
dz

r′∫
0
dr
[
r · ρ(r, z)]

 ,
with r′ = r0(1 − z2/z20)1/2. We can simplify3 and perform the integration to
arrive at
Natoms = 4pi ·
z0∫
0
dz

r′∫
0
dr
[
r · ρ(r, z)]
 = 8pi15 · r20 · z0 · ρmax (6.1)
or solving for ρmax we find
ρmax =
15
8pi
· Natoms
r20 · z0
.
To simplify later on we recast the local density ρ into the form of an
average density ρ of the cloud. The average density over the entire con-
densate is obviously the mean density, i.e. the number of atoms within the
condensate divided by its volume. Using equation 6.1 we find
ρ =
Natoms
Vcloud
=
3Natoms
4pir20z0
. =
2ρmax
5
However, we can do better. In a second approach we recognise that the
cloud is stretched-out. If we assume that the cloud is stretched-out far,
i.e. z0 ≫ r0, and that r0 is on the order or smaller than the 1/e2-intensity
diameter of the waveguide mode, i.e. r0 ≤ w, the light will only interact
with a small portion of the entire condensate of near constant density along
z. In other words we approximate the cloud as cylindrical shaped along the
width of the light mode exiting the waveguide. We define an atom number
density along the z-axis as
N′atoms = 2pi ·
r′∫
0
dr
[
r · ρ(r, z)] = pi
2
· r20 · ρmax ·
1 − z2z20
2 .
3The integration over φ yields a factor of 2pi. Due to the symmetry of ρ the lower bound
of integration over z can be moved to zero, multiplying by a factor of 2.
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Note that Natoms =
∫ z0
−z0 dz N
′
atoms. Furthermore, the volume density along
the z-axis is just the area of the circle perpendicular to this axis,
V′cloud = pir
′2 = pir20 ·
1 − z2z20
 ,
thus the mean density in this case turns out to be
ρ =
N′atoms
V′cloud
=
ρmax
2
·
1 − z2z20
 = 1516pi · Natomsr20 · z0 ·
1 − z2z20

for a cloud intersecting the waveguide pair at position z. The maximum
value of
ρ = ρmax/2 (6.2)
is reached if the light penetrates the centre of the cloud at z = 0, and we
assume this to be the case for our model.
6.1.2 Effective Thickness
If the cloud has a local diameter d in the direction of light propagation, i.e.
x, we can simplify by flattening out the density and providing a constant
thickness across the interaction cross section, c.f. figure 6.3c. We transform
the circular shape of area pir20 into a rectangle with sides h = 2r0 perpendic-
ular, and d parallel to the x-axis. Setting the two areas equal, we find
d =
pir0
2
, (6.3)
which gives us an average or effective thickness across the cloud.
6.1.3 Light-Condensate Overlap
Let us calculate the overlap between the light mode and the condensate
density profile by assuming a Gaussian beam profile [96],
E′(x, y, z) = Emax · w0w(x) · exp
(
− y
2 + z2
w2(x)
− ι˙θ
)
,
with electric field amplitude Emax, beam waist w0, 1/e-field radius along the
direction of propagation w(x), and some phase θ. We need to account for
the geometrical problem that the light interacts with some parts of the cloud
stronger than others, due to the imperfect overlap of their spatial modes.
We calculate the 1d-overlap integral between the light and the cloud. In
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other words, we compare the profiles along a radial axis where x = z = 0-
axis. This is the density profile in the centre of the condensate with the beam
profile as it leaves the waveguide mode, which is slightly smaller than the
one at the position of the cloud,
O1d =
∫
dy ρ(0, y, 0) · E′(0, y, 0)∫
dy E′(0, y, 0)
=
1√
piξ
· exp
(
−ξ2
)
+
(
1 − 1
2ξ2
)
· erf (ξ) ,
for ξ = r0/w0, the size of the condensate relative to the initial beam radius.
To slightly improve upon this result we look at the problem in 2d. We
first calculate the normalised column density along the x-axis for a circular
cloud shape in the x-y-plane,
Q(y) =
x′∫
−x′
dx ρ(x, 0, 0)
r0∫
−r0
dx ρ(x, 0, 0)
=
1 − y2r20

3
2
,
with x′ = r0(1 − y2/r20)1/2, and again convolve the result with the beam
profile to obtain
Oquasi-2d =
y0∫
−y0
dy E(0, y, 0) ·Q(y)
∞∫
−∞
dy E(0, y, 0)
=
√
piξ
2
· exp
(
−ξ
2
2
)
·
[
I0
(
ξ2
2
)
+
(
1 − 1
ξ2
)
· I1
(
ξ2
2
)]
,
where In(x) are the modified Bessel functions of the first kind [103]. Com-
pared to the 1d case, we have now accounted for the changing density of
the cloud along the direction of propagation.
Both O1d and Oquasi-2d are plotted in figure 6.2 for w = w0. Note that
including the change of the density along the x-axis decreases the overlap.
Including the third dimension into the problem, i.e. calculating the overlap
of the full 3d density profile and light mode, alters the result only negligibly,
assuming as before that the cloud is highly elongated, i.e. w0 ≪ z0.
6.1.4 Suseptibility
Assuming, the light passing through a medium is well below saturation,
the response of the medium is going to be linear and characterised by the
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Figure 6.2: Overlap integrals plotted against relative condensate size in the
case w = w0. In this case the curves reach their maximally possible values.
complex refractive index n. Let us derive an expression for n that depends
on the parameters of the condensate and the condensate-light interaction,
starting with the linear susceptibility [104],
χ(ω) = ρ · e
2µ2eg
30}
·
(
1
ω0 − ω − ι˙γ +
1
ω0 + ω + ι˙γ
)
,
of a medium with local density ρ. Furthermore, ω0 = (E′e − Eg)/} is the
frequency between the two energy levels that we are considering, γ the
half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM) of the transition line, and µeg the
dipole matrix elements of the 5S ground state |F,mF〉 to 5P excited state
|F′,m′F〉 transition [61]. e is the electron charge, 0 the vacuum permittivity,
and } Plank’s constant. If the light we shine in is close to resonance, i.e.
ω ≈ ω0, and γ≪ ω0, the first term in the brackets exceeds the second. We
neglect the latter. This is the rotating-wave approximation.
Since χ now only depends on the difference between the frequencies
of light and atomic transition, we can express it as such. We define the
unit-less detuning,
∆′ = ∆
Γ
=
ω0 − ω
Γ
,
with Γ = 2γ ≈ 2pi · 6.1 MHz for the D2-line [79] and use the relation z−1 =
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z∗ · (z · z∗)−1, z ∈ C to write
χ(∆′) = ρ · e
2
30}
· µ2eg ·
(2
Γ
· ι˙ + 2∆
′
1 + 4∆′2
)
.
The dipole matrix elements are given by [104]
2J + 1
2J′ + 1 · µ
2
eg =
3λ300}
8pi2e2
· Γ.
We consider the cycling transition J = 1/2 → J′ = 3/2. In this case, the
degeneracy-ratio yields a factor of 1/2. We can thus write the susceptibility,
χ(∆′) =
ρλ30
2pi2
· µ2eff ·
(
ι˙ + 2∆′
1 + 4∆′2
)
, (6.4)
with some values of µ2eff given in section 6.1.5 and values of µeg for other
transition in [79] tables 7 to 20.
Approximating the local density by the average density ρ (equation
6.2) and using µ2eff = 1/2 as appropriate for pure σ
+ light4 we can recast
equation 6.4 using the expression for the resonant scattering cross section5
σ0 = 3λ20/2pi,
χ(∆′) =
σ0λ0ρ
6pi
· ι˙ + 2∆
′
1 + 4∆′2
,
which we can also directly express in terms of the light, trap and condensate
properties: wavelength, half-lengths and atom number,
χ(∆′) = 15
64pi3
·Natoms ·
λ30
r20 · z0
· ι˙ + 2∆
′
1 + 4∆′2
.
This is the well-known Lorentzian line shape function. From the derived
expression for the susceptibility we can directly obtain the electric permit-
tivity
r = 1 + χ (6.5)
and the complex index of refraction6
n =
√
r =
√
1 + χ. (6.6)
4Also assuming a quantisation axis along the direction of light propagation and confining
to the |F = 2,mF = 2〉 ↔ |F′ = 3,m′F = 3〉 cycling transition.
5Used in the form for σ+-polarised light.
6We assume here, that the magnetic permeability µ of the medium (and later on the
waveguide chip material) is equal to that of free space: µ ≈ 1. This claim is good as long as
the frequency of light is close to an electric dipole transition.
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6.1.5 Effective Dipole Matrix Elements
For the measurements performed in the last chapter we used the magnetic
field of the bias wires to define the magnetic quantisation axis in the x-
direction, i.e. the direction of light propagation. In this case, light with
positive (negative) helicity is simply seen as σ+ (σ−) light by the atoms.
In the case of atoms in a magnetic trap, the quantisation axis lies in the
direction of the z-axis7. This results in different transition strengths, hence
different transition matrix elements. We can distinguish four cases of light
coming towards the atoms and write down the light’s polarisation vector
pˆ [61].
The cases are:
1. linear polarised light, oscillating along the y-axis: pˆ1 = yˆ,
2. linear polarised light, oscillating along the z-axis: pˆ2 = zˆ,
3. circular polarised light with positive helicity: pˆ3 =
(
zˆ − ι˙yˆ) /√2,
4. circular polarised light with negative helicity: pˆ4 = −
(
zˆ + ι˙yˆ
)
/
√
2.
The value of the dipole element depends on the wave functions of
the ground and excited states and is generally complicated to calculate.
Therefore, we want to find an approximate solution by expanding the light
in terms of the simple spherical harmonics [105] with l = 1,
xˆ =
√
2pi
3
· r · (Y1,−1 − Y1,+1) ,
yˆ =
√
2pi
3
· ι˙r · (Y1,−1 + Y1,+1) ,
zˆ =
√
4pi
3
· r · Y1,0.
This gives us the relative contribution of each transition |F,mF〉 →
|F′,m′F〉, which we can then multiply by the corresponding relative transi-
tion strength [79]. The relative contributions are given in table 6.1, together
with the values of the resulting effective transition dipole elements. We
limit the transitions to the ones originating in the ground state |2, 2〉 because
that is the state prominently populated in our magnetic trap after optical
pumping.
7In addition to the magnetic field component in the z-direction Bz, there is a small
(typically 5%) contribution of the x-component Bx, resulting in a slightly tilted quantisation
axis. Compare with calculations in chapter 2.
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Squared Hyperfine Dipole Matrix Elements
Case |2, 2〉 → |3, 1〉 |2, 2〉 → |3, 2〉 |2, 2〉 → |3, 3〉 µ2eff
≡ 1/30 ≡ 1/6 ≡ 1/2
1. 1/2 0 1/2 4/15
2. 0 1 0 1/6
3. 1/4 1/2 1/4 13/60
4. 1/4 1/2 1/4 13/60
Table 6.1: Effective hyperfine dipole matrix elements [79] from the |2, 2〉
state into |3,m′F〉 exited states. For each case of incoming light polarisation
(see text) the relative fraction of light in the (σ−, pi, σ+) basis is given, as well
as the resulting effective transition strengths.
6.2 Optical Model
Having accounted for the geometry of the problem, we may treat the in-
coming light as a plane wave8,
Ei(x, t) = E′ · eι˙(ωt−kx),
with angular frequency ω and wave number k. Only the part Oquasi-2d will
interact with the atoms, thus we can write the outgoing field as
Eo =
(
1 − Oquasi-2d
)
· Ei + Oquasi-2d · Ei · eiωdc (n−1) = τeι˙φ · Ei. (6.7)
Here we characterise the atom cloud as a medium of thickness d with
complex refractive index n. The interaction between atoms and light, i.e.
the change in amplitude and phase of the incoming beam is parametrised
by the transmission amplitude τ and shift in phase φ.
6.2.1 Simulating the Interaction
To solve the full wave equation [96] in the presence of a dielectric medium
with relative electric permittivity r,
∇2E − µ
c2
E¨ + ∇ (E · ∇ ln ) = 0, (6.8)
8We neglect the divergence of the beam. This assumption is valid because the radius of
the cloud is much smaller than the Rayleigh length of the light, r0 ≪ zR. This also means
that we can use ξ = r0/w0.
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Figure 6.3: Geometry for the MEEP simulation. (a) the system is effectively
treated in 2d. The waveguide materials are specified by constant refractive
indices. The condensate is built out of shells of inwardly increasing complex
refractive index. (b) To let the electric field settle down and stabilize after the
field source and after the interaction region, the waveguides extend about
1000 wavelengths in both directions from the trench. (c) to simplify the
calculation, the local density of the cloud is flattened into a mean density.
Subsequently, the thickness is flattened to an effective thickness.
we use MEEP [106], a finite-difference time-domain simulation software
package developed at MIT to model electromagnetic systems. Although it
is possible to solve the full set of equations 6.8, we will make a couple of
assumptions to reduce computational time.
1. Similar to equation 6.6, we assume that the magnetic permeability µ
of the material is close to one: µ ≈ 1.
2. The geometry of the system is translational invariant along the z-axis.
This effectively reduces the 3d problem to a 2d problem. However
this is only true for the width of the waveguide of 4µm.
3. The electric field vector lies in the z-direction. We treat the field
effectively as scalar and simulations placing the initial electric field
vector in the y-direction yield similar results.
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Figure 6.4: MEEP simulation example plots of the intensity for different
detunings ∆′. The grey scale corresponds to energy density, the coloured
background to the value of the relative permittivity r. The light comes
from the left, enters the trench and interacts with the condensate. These
simulations were performed for 3200 atoms, and a condensate of size r0 =
1µm, z0 = 40µm.
So far we were only concerned with the light and the atoms. Now we
bring in the geometry of the waveguide chip as shown in figure 6.3a. The
chip material is specified with an index of refraction of ncladding = 1.4530,
the waveguide material with nwaveguide = 1.0075 · ncladding = 1.4639. The
parabolic density profile of the cloud is approximated by a large number of
circles of varying size and constant density.
To specify the response of a given material MEEP in fact requires the
index of refraction to be cast into the real part of the relative electric per-
mittivity (phase part). For the chip materials we use < (r) = n2, for the
atoms we use the real part of equation 6.5. To account for the imaginary
part (extinction part), MEEP requires specification of the D-conductivity,
σD = ω · = (r)< (r) .
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Example Simulation
Figure 6.4 shows as an example plots of the light energy density (grey)
overlain with the refractive index geometry (colours) to see the waveguides
and the trench region. Comparing with figure 6.3b, the light source is
located a long way to the left to stabilize the field in the waveguide mode.
The light enters the trench, interacts with the atoms. A fraction of the light
enters the accepting waveguide and is transmitted about 1 mm to the right
until it forms a stable mode again. Here the intensity as well as the phase
of the light is measured. If compared to the intensity and phase before the
trench, we can measure τ2 and φ.
For large detunings (effectively no atoms), we see that most of the light
enters the accepting waveguide. However, for near or full on resonant
detuning, the path of the light is heavily perturbed by the atoms in addition
to random scattering. As a result, less light enters the accepting waveguide.
Furthermore, a slight asymmetry can be seen between the two sides around
resonance. The corresponds the the refractive index being greater or less
than the surrounding medium. For n > 1, the medium acts as a converging
lens, increasing τ. For n < 1, the medium acts as a diverging lens, decreasing
τ. This behaviour is not treated in the semi-analytical model discussed next.
6.2.2 Analytical Interaction Model
To better understand the above simulations and to have access to analytical
approximations, we create a simple model and fit it to the results of the
simulation. The value for the refractive index n is, as in the simulation,
given by equation 6.6 but now approximated assuming an optically sparse
medium, i.e. n ≈ 1,
n ≈ 1 + χ
2
. (6.9)
We already reduced the density profile of the cloud to that of a cylinder
of mean density ρ. Furthermore, we accounted for the fraction of light that
interacts with the cloud by introducing Oquasi-2d (which we abbreviate as O
from now on). We begin with equation 6.7,
τeι˙φ = (1 − O) + O · eiωdc (n−1), (6.10)
we now again approximate to first order taking the limit of an optically
sparse medium,
τeι˙φ ≈ τ
(
1 + ι˙φ
)
, (6.11)
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therefore
eι˙
ωd
c (n−1) ≈ 1 + ι˙ωd
c
(n − 1)
and from equation 6.9 follows
n − 1 ≈ χ
2
.
Taking this result and substituting d from equation 6.3 yields
eι˙
ωd
c (n−1) ≈ 1 − 15
128pi
·Natoms ·
λ20
r0 · z0 ·
1 − 2ι˙∆′
1 + 4∆′2
, (6.12)
again usingω ≈ ω0. Subsequently, we can compare real and imaginary parts
of equation 6.10, approximated through equations 6.11 and 6.12, hence write
for the transmission amplitude
τ ≈ 1 − Natoms
1 + 4∆′2
· K1 · O (6.13)
and for the phase shift
φ ≈ 2∆
′Natoms
1 + 4∆′2
· K1 · O, (6.14)
both with
K1 =
15
128pi
· λ
2
0
r0 · z0 .
In figure 6.5 we compare the data gathered from MEEP simulations with
the semi-analytical model we derived. The asymmetry around resonance
that is apparent in the examples plots in figure 6.4 can be seen here, too.
More light is gathered by the accepting waveguide for negative detuning.
The data points are taken for 3200 atoms, a cloud shape of r0 = 1µm,
z0 = 40µm.
6.3 Prospective Experiments
Now that we have modelled the atom-light-system, we can include the
details of the experimental measurement procedure and calculate how well
we can estimate the number of atoms in a cloud, or its local density.
We do this for three types of measurements. First, measuring the amount
of light absorbed by the atoms. Second, a two-path Mach-Zender interfer-
ence measurement and finally a two-frequency interference beat-note de-
tection. We then summarise the detection limits of the three types within
some parameters limits.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between the simulation data and the semi-
analytical model. The fit yields values for the overlap integral of O =
0.58 ± 0.02 and Natoms = 6500 ± 510.
For all measurements we assume that the detection laser light is well
approximated by a coherent state |α〉with average photon number expecta-
tion value |α|2. Moreover, the detection of a coherent state follows Poisson
statistics. The root-mean-square deviation, or variance, of the expected
photon number is therefore |α|. The electric field expectation of a coherent
state [104],
〈α| Eˆ |α〉 = E0 · cos (ωt − kx) ,
is identical to the classical description of an oscillating electric field. Hence,
we can treat the state of light at different locations in our experiment as an
electric field amplitude.
To look at the noise in the signal that we expect on the detector, we recast
the field in number of photons to use the fact that the expected variance
of our measurement is going to be equal to the expected photon number
itself. For a measurement interval of Tγ we write the number of photons
penetrating the atomic cloud within the trench as
Nγ = E20 · Tγ · K2 · Kqe,
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with Kqe the quantum efficiency of the detector and9
K2 =
piw20c0
2}ω0
≈ 1.875 · 104 C
2
N2 · s
for w0 = 1.07µm and ω0 = 2pi · 384 THz. The number of photons scattered
is
Nsc =
(
1 − τ2
)
·Nγ, (6.15)
which means τ2Nγ photons pass through the medium. In the presence of
Natoms atoms the number of photons scattered per atom is
nsc =
Nsc
Natoms
=
(
1 − τ2
)
· Nγ
Natoms
.
6.3.1 Absorption Measurement
We consider a measurement as shown in figure 6.6a. The incoming light
field,
E0 = E0 · eι˙(ωt−kx),
is penetrating the atomic cloud. The light field just thereafter is
E1 = E0 · τeι˙φ
and finally the light field just before the detectorD1 is
E2 = E1 · η = E0 · ητeι˙φ.
Here η is the fractional transmission of the electric field.
Now we are looking at the problem in terms of photon numbers to
determine the ultimate detection limit. To measure the photon flux of the
probe light we measure for a duration T0 and find
N0 = η2 · E20 · T0 · K2 · Kqe.
With atoms in the trench absorbing a light pulse of duration T1, the photon
signal is
N1 = η2τ2 · E20 · T1 · K2 · Kqe.
To estimate the absorption and assuming stable light intensities we can
write
N1
N0
= τ2 · T1
T0
≈ (2τ − 1) · T1
T0
(6.16)
9Derived from the average intensity of a gaussian beam I = Ipeak/2 = P/(piw20), the relation
between local intensity and electric field Ilocal = 0.5c0E20, and P = Nγ}ω0/Tγ.
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Figure 6.6: Principal geometry of measuring a cloud of atoms. (a) a direct
absorption measurement. The light is sent through the cloud. (b) Mach-
Zender interferometer measurement. The light is split, one part is sent
through the cloud and one is used as a reference. After recombination, in
phase and quadrature photon numbers are measured. The second beam
splitter S2 we assume splits 50:50.
for τ ≈ 1 to arrive at
1 − τ = 1
2
(
1 − N1
T1
T0
N0
)
,
with a relative uncertainty assuming independent measurements and Pois-
sonian statistics,
σ (1 − τ)
(1 − τ) =
√
1
N0
+
1
N1
.
Assuming now that N0 ≈ N1 and T0 ≈ T1 we find10
σ (1 − τ) ≈
√
2
N0
for the uncertainty in the absorption signal and
σ(Natoms) ≈ 1 + 4∆
′2
K1 · Kqe · O ·
√
2
N0
(6.17)
10If we wanted we could lower the uncertainty by a factor of 1/
√
2 by increasing T0 for
the reference measurement, thereby increasing N0.
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for the uncertainty in inferred number of atoms. This result is useful for a
real measurement. If instead we want to express this result in terms of the
number of photons scattered, we write
σ(Natoms) ≈ 1 + 4∆
′2
η · K1 · Kqe · O ·
√
2
Nγ
to include the number of photons hitting the atoms. Substituting Nγ with
6.15 in the limit τ ≈ 1 and using 6.13 we can rewrite the uncertainty as
σ(Natoms) =
2
ηKqe
√
1 + 4∆′2
nsc · K1 · Kqe · O .
One thing to notice is that using a longer interval for the reference measure-
ment, the uncertainty can be lowered by a factor of about 1/
√
2 compared
with using equal measuring durations.
Non-Linear Regime
So far we were concerned with the linear regime of low optical densities. If
∆′ approaches zero, though, the assumption τ ≈ 1 is not valid for realistic
parameters, where the optical density can be high. We return to equation
6.10, set ∆′ = 0 and re-write it as
τ = 1 − O + O · e− 116 K1KqeONatoms = 1 + O ·
(
e−
1
16 K1KqeONatoms − 1
)
.
Solving this for Natomsyields
Natoms = − 16K1KqeO · ln
(
1 − 1 − τO
)
for the true estimator for τ2 from equation 6.16,
τ =
√
N1
T1
T0
N0
or τ =
√
n1/n0 if expressed in photon count rates.
The uncertainty in atom number dependent on the measured photon
numbers N0 and N1 is given by
σ(Natoms)2 =
(
∂Natoms
∂N0
)2
· σ(N0)2 +
(
∂Natoms
∂N1
)2
· σ(N1)2.
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The partial derivatives are
∂Natoms
∂N0
= − 16
K1KqeON0 ·
(
1 +
(
O−1 − 1
)
e
1
16 K1KqeONatoms
)
≈ −e
1
16 K1KqeONatoms
N0
· 16
K1KqeO · (1 − O)
and
∂Natoms
∂N1
=
16
K1KqeON1 ·
(
1 +
(
O−1 − 1
)
e
1
16 K1KqeONatoms
)
≈ e
1
16 K1KqeONatoms
N1
· 16
K1KqeO · (1 − O)
approximated for high optical densities, i.e. K1Natoms ≫ 8. Using Pois-
sonian statistics, we find σN20 = N0 and σN
2
1 = N1, resulting in a total
uncertainty in atom number of
σ(Natoms) ≈ e 116 K1KqeONatoms ·
√
1
N0
+
1
N1
· 16
K1KqeO · (1 − O) .
The exponential dependence in this result is what makes an absorption
measurement at high optical densities useless. We could, however, still
measure at low optical densities while keeping both sensitivity and number
of scattered photons high. The result 6.17 we found in assuming low
absorption by using off-resonance light is valid. However, maybe we can
do better by looking at the phase shift 6.14 which the atoms impart on the
light in addition to scattering photons.
6.3.2 Mach-Zender Interferometer
Let us look at an interferometer as shown in figure 6.6b. We do not need to
perform a fully second-quantised analysis of the interferometer with pho-
tons. However, as long as the light is in a coherent state, i.e. a state whose
dynamics most closely resemble the oscillating behaviour of a classical har-
monic oscillator, the results match up with those of a classical treatment [95].
The incoming light field is again
E0 = E0 · eι˙(ωt−kx),
however this time split by a beam-splitter cube S1. The fraction of light
intensity reflected r can be adjusted using a waveplate in front of S1. An
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intensity fraction (1 − r) is transmitted. The fields after the cube are
E1 =
√
1 − r · E0,
E2 =
√
r · eι˙pi · E0,
E3 = eι˙pi · E1 =
√
1 − r · eι˙pi · E0,
E4 = eι˙pi · E2 =
√
r · E0.
Now the field E4 interacts with the atoms,
E5 = τeι˙φ · E4 =
√
rτeι˙φ · E0,
and leaves the chip in the form
E6 = η · E5 = η
√
rτeι˙φ · E0.
The fieldsE3 andE6 arrive on the second beam-splitterS2 which is assumed
to be balanced (r = 0.5). The fields combine and after S2 are
E7 = 1√
2
(
eι˙pi · E3 + E6
)
=
E0√
2
(√
1 − r + η√rτeι˙φ
)
and
E8 = 1√
2
(
E3 + eι˙pi · E6
)
=
E0√
2
(√
1 − r − η√rτeι˙φ
)
.
The intensities are
I7 =
c0
2
· E27 =
c0E20
4
·
(
1 − r
(
1 − η2τ2
)
+ 2ητ
√
r (1 − r) cosφ
)
and
I8 =
c0
2
· E28 =
c0E20
4
·
(
1 − r
(
1 − η2τ2
)
− 2ητ√r (1 − r) cosφ) .
From here we can calculate the total transmitted light,
Itotal = I7 + I8 =
c0E20
2
·
(
1 − r
(
1 − η2τ2
))
,
and fringe visibility,
V = max(I8) −min(I8)
max(I8) + min(I8)
=
2ητ
√
r (1 − r)
1 − r · (1 − η2τ2) .
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Here we see the advantage of including the possibility to tune the first
beam-splitter. We can find a value of r for a given loss coefficient η to
optimise the fringe visibility. Choosing
rmax =
1
1 + η2
leads to a maximum value of the fringe visibility of
Vmax = 2τ1 + τ2 .
To improve the small-signal sensitivity, let us shift the phase of the
two light beams, such that the intensities are on the slope of a fringe:
φ→ φ + φ0. Using trigonometric addition theorems and again employing
the assumption of an optically thin medium (φ ≪ 1, τ ≈ 1), we can set
φ0 = pi/2 and write
I7 =
c0E20
4
(
1 − r
(
1 − η2
)
+ 2ηφ
√
r (1 − r)
)
and
I8 =
c0E20
4
(
1 − r
(
1 − η2
)
− 2ηφ√r (1 − r)) .
We write an estimator in terms of measured photon numbers, since the
number of photons is directly proportional to the intensity,
N8 −N7
N8 + N7
=
I8 − I7
I8 + I7
=
2η
√
r (1 − r)
1 − r (1 − η2)φ
=
2η
√
r (1 − r)
1 − r (1 − η2) · 2∆′1 + 4∆′2 ·Natoms · K1KqeO.
Solving for the number of atoms yields
Natoms =
1 + 4∆′2
2∆′ ·
N8 −N7
N8 + N7
· 1
κK1KqeO ,
where we substitute
κ =
2η
√
r (1 − r)
1 − r (1 − η2) .
Remember that we can always maximise κ by choosing rmax = 1/(1 + η2),
κ(r = rmax) = 1. The uncertainty in the inferred phase is given by
σ(φ)2 =
(
∂φ
∂N7
· σ(N7)
)2
+
(
∂φ
∂N8
· σ(N8)
)2
.
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The partial derivatives are
∂φ
∂N7
= − 2N8
(N8 + N7)2
· 1
κKqe
and
∂φ
∂N8
=
2N7
(N8 + N7)2
· 1
κKqe
,
with σ(N7)2 = N7 and σ(N8)2 = N8. Inserting the derivatives into the
expression for σ(φ)2 yields
σ(φ)2 =
4N8N7
(N8 + N7)3
· 1
κ2K2qe
.
For similar photon signals N7 ≈ N8 ≈ Nγ/2 we can simplify this expression
to
σ(φ) ≈ 1
κKqe
√
Nγ
.
Similar to the absorption case, we can rewrite the uncertainty in atom
number in terms of nsc,
σ(Natoms) =
√
1 + 4∆′2
4∆′2
· 1√
nsc
·
√
4
κ2K2qeK1O
.
Remember with this result, that κ(η). Also note that for large values of the
detuning ∆′, σ(Natoms) is independent of the detuning.
6.3.3 Beat Note Detection
As shown, interferometry, as compared to the sole measurement of absorbed
light, is a way to reduce the uncertainty in the estimation of e.g. the number
of atoms measured in a sample. To improve even further on the generic
model of the Mach-Zender interferometer, we have a closer look at a more
specialised type of detection, i.e. beat note detection [107, 108], in this
section.
A schematic for beat note detection is shown in figure 6.7 where monochro-
matic light at frequency ωc is modulated with a voltage controlled signal
at frequency ωm to create two sidebands around the carrier frequency. The
carrier itself in this scheme must be suppressed in this scheme to prevent
resonant spontaneous emission. The sidebands interact with the atoms as
shown in the previous section and are finally measured with a photo detec-
tor. The phase shift of the measured beat note signal is then compared to
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Figure 6.7: Possible setup of a beat-note phase detection scheme. (top)
Monochromatic light (E0) passes through a modulation stage suppressing
the carrier and creating two sidebands (E1), which in turn interact with
the atomic sample. After the sample the light (E2) is detected (D) and
transformed into a voltage. (bottom) The measured voltage (VD) is split
into its ac and dc parts (Vac and Vdc). The ac part is split and mixed with
a frequency-doubled original modulation signal (2Vm) to retrieve in phase
and quadrature signals (Vi and Vq) after low pass filtering multiples of the
modulation frequency ωm.
the original modulation signal, effectively transforming the phase changes
at optical frequencies into changes at radio or microwave frequencies. In
the end, we find signals that correspond to the dc, in phase and quadrature
parts of the beat note.
Beat note detection as compared to an optical interferometer has several
advantages to offer. Due to the interferometry being performed with much
longer wavelength, the stability of the system is much improved. The use of
two balanced sidebands in this scheme doubles the signal without doubling
the noise.
Disadvantages, or better problems that need addressing, are that for the
beat note detection a fast photo detector and low-noise IQ-demodulation
electronics are required. In addition, it is not trivial to generate the two
side bands and at the same time suppress the carrier. The best step in that
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direction may be a using double pass AOM as the modulator carrying two
frequencies.
Optical Path
To derive the expected values of the beat note signal, we write the electrical
field of the light as it enters the system as
E0(x, t) = E(x) · cos(ωct) = E(x)2 · e
−ι˙ωct + E(x)
2
· eι˙ωct = E(+)0 + E(−)0 .
For this derivation we can only consider the first part. However, when
calculating the intensities we have to remember to include the complex
conjugate part.
The light enters the modulator and is transformed into two sidebands.
For simplicity we assume that the relative phase shift between the two
sidebands is either 0 or pi. If the carrier frequency is ωc the new frequencies
are (ωc + ωm) and (ωc − ωm), where ωm is half the difference between the
frequencies of the two sidebands. The field can be written as
E(+)1 =
E(x)√
8
(
e−ι˙(ωc+ωm)t + Pe−ι˙(ωc−ωm)t
)
.
Here, P accounts for the two possible phase shift values between the side-
bands. P = +1 if in phase, P = −1 if in antiphase. We pick here P = +1
without loss of generality.
Let us set the carrier frequency slightly off from the atomic resonance
frequency ω0,
ωc = ω0 + ∆
′Γ,
where ∆′ = 0 means, that the sidebands lie symmetrically around the atomic
resonance frequency. We can rewrite this as
E(+)1 =
E(x)√
8
e−ι˙(ω0+∆′Γ)t
(
e−ι˙ωmt + eι˙ωmt
)
.
Defining
τ± = τ(∆′ ± ωm/Γ)
and
φ± = φ(∆′ ± ωm/Γ)
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as the transmission amplitude and phase shift at the frequencies of the
sidebands, we can write down the field after the atomic sample as
E(+)2 =
E(x)√
8
e−ι˙(ω0+∆′Γ)t
(
τ+e−ι˙ωmt+ι˙φ+ + τ−eι˙ωmt+ι˙φ−
)
.
This is the field that arrives at the photo detector, where it is measured
in form of a voltage that is proportional to the intensity of the light. The
proportionality factor is the gain G of the detection system, which includes
a detector quantum efficiency Kqe,
VD = G ·
〈
E2 · E∗2
〉
= G ·
〈(
E(+)2 + E(−)2
)
·
(
E(+)2 + E(−)2
)∗〉
,
which expands to
VD =
GE2(x)
4
(
τ2+ + τ
2− + 2τ+τ− cos(2ωmt + ∆φ)
)
+
GE2(x)
4
(
τ2+ cos(2ωmt) + τ
2− cos(2ωmt) + 2τ+τ− cos(∆φ)
)
when we average over a time longer than 2pi/ω0 and assume ∆′Γ ≪ ω0
as well as ωm ≪ ω0. We also use ∆φ = φ+ − φ−. We can rewrite above
equation as
VD =
GE2(x)
2
(
τ2+ + τ
2− + 2τ+τ− cos[2ωmt + (φ+ − φ−)]
)
.
Electronic Path
Once we have the signal in electronic form we can split-off the dc part with
a bias-T,
Vdc = V0
(
τ2+ + τ
2−
)
,
with V0 = GE2(x)/2. The remainder is the ac part of the signal,
Vac = 2V0τ+τ− cos(2ωmt + ∆φ).
We split the ac part of the signal into two parts with a balanced power
splitter and mix one part with twice the frequency of the original modulation
voltage Vm = Vm,0 · cos(ωmt). For the other part, we use this same voltage
but shifted by pi/2,
V00 =
Vac
2
· Vm,0 cos(ωmt) = V0Vm,02 τ+τ−
(
cos(∆φ) + cos(4ωmt + ∆φ)
)
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and
V90 =
Vac
2
· Vm,0 sin(ωmt) = V0Vm,02 τ+τ−
(
sin(∆φ) − sin(4ωmt + ∆φ)
)
.
Sending these voltages through a low-pass filter to filter-out the components
around 4ωm yields the in phase and quadrature voltages,
Vi = V′ · τ+τ− cos(φ+ − φ−)
and
Vq = V′ · τ+τ− sin(φ+ − φ−),
with V′ = V0Vm,0/2. Figure 6.8 shows plots of the lineshapes created when
scanning the laser frequency across resonance. The results shown are for
relatively small atoms numbers, i.e. Natoms = 100.
Linear Regime
If the absorption and phase shift induced by the atoms is small, we are back
in the linear limit and can approximate cosφ ≈ 1 − φ2/2 and sinφ ≈ φ. We
use equations 6.13 and 6.14 and write
Vdc = V0
(1 − NatomsK1O1 + 4(∆′ + Ωm)2
)2
+
(
1 − NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ −Ωm)2
)2 ,
Vi = V′
(
1 − NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ + Ωm)2
) (
1 − NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ −Ωm)2
)
×
1 − 12
(
2(∆′ + Ωm)NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ + Ωm)2
− 2(∆
′ −Ωm)NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ −Ωm)2
)2 ,
and
Vq = V′
(
1 − NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ + Ωm)2
) (
1 − NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ −Ωm)2
)
×
(
2(∆′ + Ωm)NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ + Ωm)2
− 2(∆
′ −Ωm)NatomsK1O
1 + 4(∆′ −Ωm)2
)
,
with Ωm = ωm/Γ. To first order in Natoms we can approximate to find
Vdc = 2V0 [1 −NatomsK1O (Ω+ + Ω−)] ,
Vi = 2V′ [1 −NatomsK1O (Ω+ + Ω−)] ,
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Figure 6.8: Normalised signals for 100 atoms in a BEC of dimensions r0 =
1µm and z0 = 40µm, scanning the carrier frequency over resonance for
three different modulation frequencies.
and
Vq = 4V′NatomsK1O (∆′+Ω+ − ∆′−Ω−) ,
using ∆′± = ∆′ ±Ωm and
Ω± =
1
1 + 4∆′2±
.
Note that for a resonant carrier, i.e. ∆′ = 0, the sidebands lie symmetrically
around resonance and Ω+ = Ω−. Above results simplify to
Vdc = 2V0
[
1 − 2NatomsK1O
1 + 4Ω2m
]
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Figure 6.9: Beat note signals for carrier frequency on resonance, i.e. ∆′ = 0,
varying the number of atoms for three different modulation frequencies.
Vi = 2V′
[
1 − 2NatomsK1O
1 + 4Ω2m
]
Vq = 2V′
[
4NatomsK1O
1 + 4Ω2m
]
·Ωm
In figure 6.9 the expected signals are plotted for ∆′ = 0 against atom
number, together with the linear approximations. For small modulation
frequencies, both the absorption and in phase measurements are sensitive
to the atom number. However, since we expect real samples to be optically
thick, we want to measure away from resonance, e.g. Ωm > 2. In this case,
the quadrature signal is the most sensitive. The atom number inferred from
the quadrature measurement is
Natoms(Vq) =
[
1 + 4Ω2m
8V′K1OΩm
]
· Vq,
where we have to remember that V′ ∝ Kqe. Assuming now that the un-
certainty in the full-scale reading of a signal is the same as the fractional
uncertainty in the total estimated number of photons times
√
2 due to using
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two channels for the measurement, we can write the uncertainty as
σ(Natoms) =
[
1 + 4Ω2m
8V′K1OΩm
]
·
√
2
Nγ
or in terms of photons scattered
σ(Natoms) =
√
1 + 4Ω2m
4Ω2m
·
√
1
4K1OV′2 ·
1√
nsc
.
6.3.4 Summary of the Techniques
Measuring the density of the atomic sample via its absorption of photons is
a simple method to set up, but requires very low noise detection electronics
to capture and register the low number of photons sent through the sample
if one is to detect non-destructively. In contrast, the Mach-Zender interfer-
ometer has to be set up more carefully to limit technical noise introduced
into the system but allows for a higher photon number to be detected and
thus requires a less sensitive detector. A good compromise of the two meth-
ods, the beat note method uses standard low noise electronics to let the two
signals interfere, offering a compromise between technical simplicity and
detection requirements. In all three cases, if one chooses the detuning cor-
rectly, the uncertainty in atom number is proportional to the inverse square
root of the number of photons scattered
σ(Natoms) ∝ 1√nsc
with only a slight change in the pre-factor. In the case of absorption mea-
surement the light is on resonance (∆′ = 0), for the Mach-Zender interfer-
ometer and beat note detection it is far off resonance (∆′≫ 1).
In conclusion non-destructively detecting at the photon shot-noise limit
(or at least close) is more promising with either Mach-Zender or beat note
detection methods, because the single momentum transfers from each pho-
ton to an individual atom is smaller than by resonant detection where
absorption of a photon always transfers the full photon momentum to the
atom.
The stability intrinsic to most modulation techniques in comparison to
light-interferometers makes them easier to scale to multiple devices which
we like to use with the waveguide chip. Therefore, we are going to imple-
ment a modulation technique. The atomic density sensitivity resulting from
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this technique may be higher than atomic shot noise for much less than 1
photon scattered per atom. This sensitivity may enable us to perform very
interesting experiments indeed.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Outlook
In conclusion, a machine to detect cold atoms with an integrated multi-
channel optical-waveguide device was presented. The current structure on
the atom chip was described which is used to trap cold atoms with magnetic
fields, to cool them further down and move them into the waveguide chip
trench. In this context was presented how the optical-waveguide atom chip,
as well as the vacuum and detection systems were built. Also presented
were experiments showing the waveguide chip as a device capable of de-
tecting a vapour of cold atoms and used these measurements to calibrate
the state of the light within the waveguide chip trench. Finally, the possibil-
ities of photon-shot-noise-limited detection for our setup was theoretically
examined and it was concluded that is possible with an adapted frequency
modulation technique.
Looking at possible experiments in the imminent future, a better way to
connect fibres to the waveguide chip, including replacing the fibre-vacuum
feedthroughs, has the highest priority to increase detection efficiency and
to have access to a higher number of waveguides simultaneously. In turn,
replacing the MOT-coils with aU-plate should lead to better vacuum condi-
tion, due to decreased outgassing of insulated components inside the vac-
uum chamber. In addition, elimination of the outer MOT-coil former should
maximise optical access to the trench and the space beneath it. Finally, char-
acterising and then using frequency modulation detection, as concluded in
chapter 6, should provide a powerful tool to near non-destructively detect
atoms inside the waveguide chip trench.
These integrated multi-channel optical-waveguide device suggest new
possibilities for engineering the quantum states of matter and light on a mi-
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croscopic scale, opening the door to new information-processing methods.
Using a scalable device, multi-cell traps can form single atom registers, a
building block for quantum information processing. The sensitivity achiev-
able allows to measure clock shifts, increasing the accuracy of the atomic
gas cell standard, leading to a better clock and e.g. better location accuracy
for space flight and global positioning systems. Non-destructive measure-
ments on atoms together with fast computer response allow for feedback
control of parameters of a BEC, like atom number, local density, etc. The
tightly-spaced linear array of the multi-channel device together with non-
destructive measurements facilitates the spatially resolved measurement of
a elongated BEC aligned along the array. This way, dynamical local exci-
tations within the cloud are possible to be induced and observed along the
length of the condensate. Interesting times are ahead.
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6.7 Possible setup of a beat-note phase detection scheme. (top)
Monochromatic light (E0) passes through a modulation stage
suppressing the carrier and creating two sidebands (E1),
which in turn interact with the atomic sample. After the
sample the light (E2) is detected (D) and transformed into a
voltage. (bottom) The measured voltage (VD) is split into its
ac and dc parts (Vac and Vdc). The ac part is split and mixed
with a frequency-doubled original modulation signal (2Vm)
to retrieve in phase and quadrature signals (Vi and Vq) after
low pass filtering multiples of the modulation frequency ωm. 111
6.8 Normalised signals for 100 atoms in a BEC of dimensions
r0 = 1µm and z0 = 40µm, scanning the carrier frequency
over resonance for three different modulation frequencies. . 115
6.9 Beat note signals for carrier frequency on resonance, i.e. ∆′ =
0, varying the number of atoms for three different modulation
frequencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
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6.1 Effective hyperfine dipole matrix elements [79] from the |2, 2〉
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